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ABSTRACT

Developing a detailed, high-resolution analogue model based on extensive outcrop data
constitutes an important first step towards generating high-resolution stochastic models for
reservoirs with complex depositional systems. In this thesis outcrop data of the upper Cretaceous
Virgelle Member of the Milk River Formation in southern Alberta, Canada were utilized to
develop an analogue model. A consistent methodology for assembling outcrop data available
along multiple 2-D sections into 3D gridded models is presented.
Upscaling methods are required that reduce the size of detailed models while preserving the
important geological characteristics of the reservoir. Most upscaling methods work with uniform
grids. A new upscaling approach based on non-uniform coarsening with local power average is
presented.

The proposed algorithm is used to identify likely high connectivity regions using

streamline simulations; to construct anon-uniform coarse-scale grid preserving the areas with
probable high connectivity and finally to assign equivalent permeability to the coarse grid blocks
using alocal power average technique.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This research addresses two important aspects of reservoir characterization: (1)
Construction of an analogue model for elastic reservoirs in an estuary-shoreface
depositional environment and (2) development and validation of a new approach for
upscaling high-resolution reservoir models using anonuniform coarsened grid.
Hydrocarbon accumulations in estuary-shoreface type depositional environment are
found in numerous locations worldwide. Such as complex sub-tidal and inter-tidal
estuarine channels and shoreface deposits make these reservoirs extremely heterogeneous
and difficult to model based on the information available at afew wells. Developing a
detailed, high-resolution analogue model based on extensive outcrop data constitutes an
important first step towards generating high-resolution stochastic models for reservoirs
with complex depositional systems. Outcrops provide valuable information related to
reservoir architecture, rock properties and heterogeneity and spatial variations that can be
used to model sedimentary structures in the subsurface. Information available on
analogue models is invaluable for generating high resolution, stochastic models that are
constrained to information of areservoir of interest, such as well data, seismic attribute
maps, etc. The proposal is to utilize outcrops of the Upper Cretaceous Virgelle Member
of the Milk River Formation in southern Alberta, Canada for developing the analogue
model. These outcrops correspond to aprogradational depositional system representing
environments from marine offshore through shoreface and foreshore (Meyer, 1998). The
presence of sub-tidal and inter-tidal estuarine channels is a typical feature of such
deposits. A consistent methodology for assembling outcrop data available along multiple
2-D sections into 3D gridded models is presented. The approach integrates permeability
and porosity measurements, stratigraphic columns, well data, multiple vertical sections,
contour maps and facies information to form a deterministic model for this particular
elastic reservoir and depositional system.

2
Furthermore, geostatistical modeling techniques are capable of generating highresolution reservoir models. Since alimited amount of information is available to model
the reservoir, geological uncertainty is represented through asuite of equally probable
models each one optimally constrained to the available data. Unfortunately, these highresolution models are often too large to process through numerical flow simulators.
Upscaling methods are required that reduce the size of detailed models while preserving
the important geological characteristics of the reservoir.
currently used work with uniform grids.

Most upscaling methods

A new upscaling approach based on non-

uniform coarsening with local power average is presented.

The proposed algorithm

identifies likely high connectivity regions using streamline simulations; then constructs a
non-uniform coarse-scale grid preserving the areas with probable high connectivity and
finally assign equivalent permeability to the coarse grid blocks using a local power
average technique. This method preserved geological and flow characteristics better than
uniform upscaling techniques.
In Chapter Two the geological setting of the Milk River Formation is presented
covering area of study, description of lithofacies, lithofacies successions and data
considered. In Chapter Three, the exploratory data analysis of outcrop data is presented
together with the methodology used for transforming the previous outcrop data into a
digital 3D analogue model. Accordingly, the resultant 3-D model is described. Chapter
Four describes the algorithm for nonuniform upscaling of detailed geological reservoir
models. In Chapter five, the upscaling procedure is applied on the digital analog model
developed in Chapter Two and Three by simulating awaterflooding scenario. Simulation
results using the nonuniform upscaling method are compared against uniform methods
and fine simulation. Finally Chapter Six summarizes the main research findings and
salient conclusions as well as future research perspectives.

3

CHAPTER 2
ANALOGUE OUTCROP DATA

2.1.

Introduction
One of the principal goals of reservoir characterization and modeling is to describe

reservoir variability and its effects on flow behavior. Quantitative information on the
geometry of sand bodies and their internal heterogeneities is anecessary prerequisite for
the realistic modeling of reservoirs and their behavior during production. However this
task is rendered difficult due to lack of data for constructing detailed reservoir models.
The situation is more critical in estuary-shoreface type reservoirs where curvilinear
features and transitions from high to low permeability zones can have astrong impact on
fluid flow.
The task of developing reservoir models associated with estuary-shoreface clastic
reservoirs or similarly complex systems can be better performed using data from
analogue outcrops where large and small-scale heterogeneities can be studied in more
detail.

Outcrops

provide

excellent conditions

that

allow

continuous

tracing

of

sedimentary units over large areas leading to a better understanding of reservoir
architecture.

Furthermore, outcrop data provide detailed information on the geometry

and texture of sedimentary bodies and their internal heterogeneities. Since statistical
analyses to quantify reliable spatial patterns of heterogeneity are difficult or impossible to
perform based on just subsurface data, the availability of detailed analogue information
can be invaluable during the modeling process.
Exact correspondence of petrophysical properties between any subsurface reservoir
and its outcrop analogue is not needed for successful application of outcrop information
to reservoir modeling. Indeed, more important are the statistical measures of reservoir

4
heterogeneity inferred from outcrop studies and their correspondence with actual
reservoirs, with similar depositional environment. This implies 'that spatial pattern of
reservoir variability inferred from outcrops can be assumed to be statistically invariant
and can be applied to model reservoirs of similar geological type. Several studies, whose
references are mentioned in more specific applications below, have shown that this is an
acceptable assumption for elastic deposits. It is to be noted that diagenetic alterations can
be significant and may affect the transportability of parameters such as the mean
permeability and porosity. However the spatial pattern of permeability and porosity
variability may be transportable. The advantages of deriving permeabilities distribution
or any other measure of spatial heterogeneity from outcrops, in contrast to subsurface
data, is that the geologic variability is more or less continuously exposed and hence
sampling and analysis strategies can be exhaustive and not limited just to well locations.
Core and well log data tend to be preferentially taken from better reservoirs units, causing
systematic bias in the inferred distributions or proportions. This can be overcome by
introducing the outcrop information.
Recent advances in seismic processing have resulted in techniques for 3-D seismic
and reservoir heterogeneity visualization.

While 3-D seismic can define larger scale

heterogeneity, the poor resolution of seismic renders is not very useful to estimate the
magnitude and distribution of smaller heterogeneities.
Considering the above, the main reasons for using outcrops are:
• To reduce uncertainty in well-to-well correlation in asituation when well data are
limited
• To create terms of reference for conceptual geological modeling
• To generate basic data for geostatistical modeling
Outcrop information has been used by other researchers for calculating parameters
such as vertical permeability (Haldorsen & Lake, 1984; Begg & King 1985), sand body
continuity (Clementsen et al, 1990), proportion of channel deposits and sand body width
and thickness (Bridge and Mackey, 1993) and evaluation of the importance of internal

5
heterogeneity (Ringrose, et al, 1999). Based on outcrops studies, Halvorsen & Hurst
(1990) showed that core plugs or wire line logs do not resolve important permeability or
lithological variations present in many reservoir settings. Corbett & Jensen (1991)
demonstrated that models based on core plugs alone tend to underestimate the
heterogeneity present, by missing high and low permeability values and giving an
incomplete picture of the actual distribution.

Goggin et al (1992) showed that

classification and statistical measures of variability and spatial correlation, but not mean
permeability are portable between the outcrop and the subsurface in the case of an eolian
system.
Recently, Jennings (2000) presented a statistical analysis of outcrop-permeability
data for quantifying spatial patterns of petrophysical heterogeneities in carbonates. He
found weak spatial correlation with much of the variation occurring within distances of a
few feet or less in both vertical and horizontal direction and avariety of longer-range
features.

Ringrose, et al (1999) used a small outcrop

(l0m*100m)

of fluvial deltaic

sandstone to evaluate the importance of internal heterogeneity for a hypothetical
waterflooding displacement process. They showed how sediment architecture influences
the effective tensor permeability at the lamina and bed scales and found that bed scale
capillary trapping and aconsequent reductioA in the effective oil mobility reduce the oil
recovery. The sediment architecture of the inter-well volume was modeled using mixed
stochastic and deterministic methods.
Several outcrops studies have been undertaken on different sedimentary rocks such
as carbonates (Jennings, 2000), and sandstone-shale successions corresponding to fluvialdeltaic (White & Barton, 1998; Ringrose, et al,

1999),

fluvial (Jacobsen & Rendall,

1991); Cuevas & Martinius, 1993), tide-influenced deltaic (Willis & White, 2000), and
eolian (Goggin et al 1992) depositional environments. The study developed by Meyer
(1998) is one of the few published studies considering shoreface and estuarine channels.
Most of these studies involved 2D models with the exception of Ringrose et al
(1999), who worked with asmall 3D model. In this thesis, an attempt is made to develop
a3-D analogue model based on the study performed by Meyer, 1998.
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The study by Meyer (1998) constitutes acomprehensive analysis and interpretation of
the Virgelle Member of the Milk River formation at Writing-on-Stone location, based on
extensive outcrops and well data information. It was selected because of the ideal
conditions exhibited. Excellent data and expertise available as well as the depositional
model corresponding to an example of actual reservoir systems make Meyer (1998) study
a valuable and practical source for implementing techniques for constructing the 3D
digital analogue model. The geological setting, sedimentologic description and data
considered in this study are presented in the following sections as an initial step in the
modeling process.

2.2.

Geologic setting of the Milk River formation
This research is based on the study developed by Meyer (1998) pertaining to

Writing—on-Stone Provincial Park (WOSPP), that is located about 9 Km north of the
international border between Canada and USA, and involves sections 23, 25-26, 35-36
Twspl Range 13 W4 (Figure 2.1).

The area spans arectangle area of 6Km (west-east)

by 4 Km (south-north). The Milk River Formation is subdivided into three members,
from base to top:
The Telegraph Member: Interbedded gray shale and very fine sandstone.
.

The Virgelle Member: the subject of this research.

• The Deadhorse Coulee Member: interbedded gray—brown purple mudstone and
light—brown fine to medium-grained cross-bedded sandstones.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the depositional model for the Virgelle and Deadhorse
Coulee Members at Writing-on-Stone Provincial Park proposed by Meyer (1998). The
main features are the east-west trending tidal bars that truncate the middle shoreface and
build a subtidal platform at the estuary mouth, and the similarly oriented estuarine
meander belt that, as it progrades, erodes tidal bars and scours into the upper middle
shoreface.
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2.2.1. Lithofacies framework
Meyer (1998) identified and described nine (9) lithofacies based primarily on physical
and biogenic sedimentary structures. A summary of lithofacies, their characteristics and
interpretations of depositional sub-environments is given in Table 2.1.

Based on the

various stratigraphic columns three (3) lithofacies associations were defined:
• Middle shoreface
• Tide and wave -dominated upper shoreface
• Estuarine channels
A muddy supratidal flat deposit, representing the coastal plain or backshore, overlies all
three groups. These associations are considered to be typical shoreface end-members,
from open marine coast to an adjacent, major estuary.
2.2.2. Middle shoreface
This association is composed of storm-dominated lower-to-middle shoreface deposits at
the base (lithofacies 1and 2, see Table 1) and is truncated sharply by adisconformity that
separates it from the overlying upper shoreface/foreshore (Lithofacies 5 and 3b). The
lower-to-middle shoreface is 20-25 m thick, coarsening and thickening upward from
interbedded very fine-grained sandstone and mudstone, to thick, fine-grained sandstones
and rare, very thin mudstone lenses.
2.2.3. Tide and wave —dominated upper shoreface
Tidal sand bar deposits of lithofacies 3b overlie the upper middle shoreface separated by
asharp unconformity. Lithofacies 3b corresponds to the zone of subtidal to intertidal sand
bars corresponding to an outer estuary. They are regionally extensive with approximately
equally significant current directions ESE and WNW. They were interpreted to represent
deposition at the mouth of a SE to ESE trending estuary. The tidal sand bar deposits
generally have athickness of 5-8 in but reach amaximum thickness of 14 in at the south
end of the area of study. They occupy the entire interval between the middle shoreface
deposits below, and the thick, muddy coastal plain paleosols of lithofacies 7above. The
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bars are made-up of crossbeds of Lithofacies 3b, with very rare, thin interbedded
mudstone lenses.

The wave-influenced upper shoreface/ foreshore sandstones of

Lithofacies 5have amaximum thickness of 8m. This lithofacies is rare in the study area,
exposed in outcrops of only restricted lateral extent and with 2-3m thick erosional
remnants below channel Lithofacies 3a.

Table 2.1

-

Lithofacies
Number

Summary of lithofacies characteristics of the Virgelle member at Writing-onstone Provincial Park.
Interpretation.

1

Offshore to lower
shoreface

2

Middle shoreface

3a

Estuarine channel

3b

Subtidal/intertidal
distal tidal bar
Estuarine channel
basal dunes

5

6

7

Wave-influenced
upper shoreface to
foreshore
Estuarine channel
margin, abandoned
channels, coastal
flat
HIS, abandoned
channel fill, coastal
flat paleosols

Description
Burrowed, interbedded very fine
grained, wave rippled and thinly
laminated hummocky cross-bedded
grey sandstone and dark grey mudstone
Medium to thickly bedded, laminated,
very fine to fine grained, light brown,
hummocky and swaley cross-bedded
sandstone
Fine to coarse grained, medium-to very
thickly bedded, 3D and 2D crossbedded sandstone
Fine to medium grained, medium-to
very thickly bedded, cross-bedded
sandstone
Subrounded to angular, pebble-toboulder-sized mudstone-and sandstoneclast conglomerate
Fine to medium grained, planar
parallel-laminated and low- angle 3D
cross-bedded sandstone

Genetic unit
Considered Lower
boundary

Middle Shoreface

Estuarine Channel

Upper shoreface

Estuarine Channel

Upper shoreface

Fine-grained, very thin to thinly
bedded, laminated current rippled
sandstone

Estuarine Channel

Grey-brown-black, laminated
mudstone and shale, and mudstone

Considered Upper
boundary

8

Upper shoreface

Fine-grained, very thin to thinlybedded, wave rippled sandstone

9

Intertidal to
supratidal estuarine
flat

Paleo-weathered sandstone

Upper shoreface
Considered Upper
boundary
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2.2.4. Estuarine channels
Complex estuarine channel deposits are aprominent characteristic of many outcrops at
WOSPP. The channels involve lithofacies 3a and 4. Individual channels are about 200400 in wide, 3-10 in thick and have merged to form ameander belt at least 5km wide at
WOSPP.

The meandering character of these channels is illustrated in Figures 2.4 and

2.5, showing the elevation of contours at the truncated top of the middle shoreface. Most
of the channels bodies contain both sandy channel bar deposits, as well as muddy,
heterolithic, abandoned channel fills (lithofacies 7). A typical channel sequence begins
with very thick (1-1.5 m) tabular dunes at the base, grading upwards into 50-80cm-thick
3D-dunes that become progressively smaller and are sharply overlain at the top by
current rippled sandstone, often incipiently weathered (e.g. mottled, rooted). Other
channels appear to be composed entirely of 3D-dunes, large-scale at the bottom, and
diminishing in size to 3D current ripples at the top. A fluvial origin for the channels was
discarded by Meyer (1998), based on the presence of tidal current indicators such as tidal
bundles, mudstone layers interbedded with sandstone channel-fill dunes and evidence of
marine organisms such as bivalves.
2.3.

Field and laboratory data considered in this study

In order to generate an analogue model for the Virgelle Member, parts of the detailed
sedimentologic data collected by Meyer (1998) were utilized. The salient data comprises
the following:
2.3.1. Stratigraphic columns
The columns depict sedimentologic details of the main units (middle shoreface, upper
shoreface and estuarine channels). They include brief descriptions and lithofacies
identification accompanied by rose diagrams of the corresponding current flow indicators
and lateral accretion surfaces. A map showing the location of sixty-nine (69) stratigraphic
columns is presented in Figure 2.6. An example of a schematic diagram of one such
stratigraphic column is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
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2.3.2.

Contour maps

The contact between upper and lower units (top of the middle shoreface) was in general a
regional and well-exposed surface, allowing the contour mapping of this contact. The low
number of reliable contacts at the top of the upper unit and the base of the lower unit
could not be used to produce reliable contour maps.
2.3.3

Cross Sections

The study by Meyer included three (3) cross sections. Six (6) additional cross-sections
were constructed in this study using the outcrop information available on the stratigraphic
columns. These cross-sections were analyzed in order to ensure geologic consistency.
The location of the nine (9) cross-sections is shown in Figure 2.6 with corresponding
labels. Attention was placed on the elevation of the contacts between middle
shoreface/upper shoreface, middle shoreface/estuarine channel and upper shoreface /
estuarine channel plus top of the estuarine channel.

All nine (9) cross-sections were

digitized, and they are presented in Figures 2.8 to 2.10.
2.3.4. Permeability samples
Permeability values corresponding to 1,573 plugs were available, 783 from cores and 790
from outcrops (Meyer, 1998). Cylindrical plugs were extracted from subsurface cores and
4 wells and outcrop samples. Specifically, three mutually perpendicular plugs were
obtained for each outcrop block: horizontal and parallel to the strike of bedding planes or
laminae (HPA), horizontal and perpendicular to the former (HPE), and vertical, at ahigh
angle to bedding (V). Gas permeabilities were calculated from steady state flow test on
3.81cm (1'/2-inch) plugs and aconfining pressure of 2.8 MPa (400 psia) used to seal the
sample and prevent bypass. Large sample sets from lithofacies 2,3 and 5were available;
however, current- and wave-rippled lithofacies 6 (3 plugs) and 8 (none) were both too
thin and fragile across fine-scale laminae, to obtain plugs. Table 2.2 shows the
distribution of permeability samples by lithofacies.

Locations corresponding to these

permeability samples are shown on the map of the study area in Figure 2.11.
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For this outcrop study in spite of multiple advantages (large number of measurements,
reduction in the time of execution, improving the statistical analysis), portable probe
permeameter measurements were not acquired.

This decision was taken because of

discrepancies between plug and probe permeability values possibly caused by micro
fracturing and the difference in boundary conditions corresponding to both methods. The
estimation of properties using plugs extracted from blocks are relatively unaffected by
weathering. It has been shown that petrophysical variations due to exposure and
weathering are small relative to spatial variability and therefore do not interfere with
analysis of spatial statistics (Jennings, 2000).
2.3.4.LCore samples
Cores were recovered from four (4) wells, drilled along the northern margin of the Milk
River valley. These cores provide samples for performing permeability tests and account
for small-scale physical and biogenic structures on fresh rock surfaces, not visible on
weathered outcrop surfaces. Figure 2.12 shows the vertical distribution of horizontal
permeability for the four wells.

Table 2.2

-

Distribution of horizontal and

vertical samples by lithofacies using core
samples.

Lithofacies -ID

Number of samples
Kh

Ky

1

31

14

2

549

303

3a

853

410

3b

201

101

4

24

13

5

58

24

6

2

1

6

NA

NA

9

28

16
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2.3.4.2.Outcrop samples
To obtain outcrop samples, large blocks of about 3,000 cm3 in volume (around 20 x 15 x
10 cm) were extracted from vertical sections at intervals 1- 2m. approximately. Plugs
were obtained as far away as possible from exposed weathering surfaces to minimize the
possible effects of present-day surface alteration.
2.3.5. Porosity
One hundred and eighty-one (181) plugs with porosity measurements were available.
Porosity

()

was calculated at zero overburden and was based on bulk volume

measurement by mercury displacement, and grain volume measured in a U.S.B.M.
modified Boyle's Law apparatus using helium gas. The measurement error is estimated at
± 0.5

2.4.

%. The locations of the porosity samples are shown in Figure 2.11.
Discussion and interpretation of data
The ultimate goal of the study by Meyer (1998) was to offer aconceptual model

that may be applied to identify and describe similar sedimentary deposits that constitute
subsurface fluid reservoirs and share characteristics with that of the Virgelle Member.
Specifically, the Virgelle Member at Writing-on-stone Provincial Park is a progradational depositional systems tract representing environments from marine offshore,
through shoreface and foreshore with sub-tidal to inter-tidal estuarine channels. Three sub
depositional environments were identified, i.e., middle shoreface, upper shoreface and
estuarine channels. A muddy supratidal flat deposit, representing the coastal plain or
backshore, overlies all three groups. These associations are considered to be typical
shoreface end-members, from open marine coast to an adjacent, major estuary.
The salient features of the Virgelle member at WOPSPP were the east-west
trending tidal bars that truncate the middle shoreface and build asubtidal platform at the
estuary mouth, and the similarly oriented estuarine meander belt that eroded tidal bars
and scoured into the upper middle shoreface. Also, several channels were clearly
identified.
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The next progressive goal should be to take advantage of that sedimentologic,
petrologic and permeability characterization and data set to construct aphysical model
that can be used to extract quantitative and exportable measures of reservoir variability.
Therefore a reliable analogue model should reproduce these main characteristics
described in the previous sections. Specifically the model should reproduce and capture
large-scale heterogeneities such as the three main sub-depositional models, channels
distribution, shape and size, and finally small-scale heterogeneities such as physical
attributes concerning fluid dynamic properties such as distribution of permeability and
porosity within each genetic association.
Laminae and bedding, given their size (<1cm and >1cm respectively), cannot be
captured in a 3D analogue model with the dimensions intended in this study. They
constitute very-small-scale heterogeneities and usually can be study in more detail in 2D
models to establish their impact in flow behavior.
Despite the excellent outcrop conditions, there are regions in the study area with
reduced or simply no information (i.e., southeast). Therefore interpretation in the way of
control points and/or contours maps have to be introduced to control the outcome,
regardless of the interpolation procedure used.
The 4 wells drilled in the study area provided samples for unbiased spaced
permeability test and allowed detection of small—scale heterogeneities such as cemented
areas. Lithofacies 9 is a diagenetic facies affected by sub-aerial and near surface
weathering processes and should not be considered in a subsurface reservoir and
therefore will be excluded from the data analysis. An extensive data set of permeability
based on portable probe permeameter was not considered because the discrepancy of plug
and probe permeabilities values. Micro fracturing and difference in the boundary
conditions of flow can cause these differences and the consideration of probe
permeabilities can produce inference of wrong statistics.
More permeability data was available, in spatial sense as well as in total number, in
comparison with porosity data. Therefore in amodeling procedure, permeability should
be modeled as aprimary variable and consequently, the porosity should be taken as a
secondary variable.
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The above-mentioned observations represent the conceptual and descriptive basis
for more quantitative exploratory data analysis and subsequent modeling, discussed in the
following chapter.
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Figure 2.1

Location of the study area in southern Alberta, Canada. Meyer (1998).
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Figure 2.2 General interpretation of depositional environments applicable to the studied
interval at Writing—on-Stone Provincial Park. From Meyer (1998).
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Buckley Cake

Figure 2.3
Dissected and composite views illustrating the depositional model for the
Virgelle and Deadhorse Coulee Members at Writing-on Stone Provincial Park. The main
features are the east-west trending tidal bars that build asubtidal platform at the estuary
mouth, and the similarly oriented estuarine meander belt. From Meyer (1998).
-
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Figure 2.4 -Structure contours of the top of the middle shoreface showing the curving
outlines of the erosional base of the meandering estuarine channel, and the topography at
the base of the tidal bars. Large black and white arrows point in the predominant current
direction of tidal bars and estuarine channel respectively. Small black dots show
elevation control points from field mapping. From Meyer (1998).

Figure 2.5
Current roses superimposed on the trends of major channel forms
illustrating the different directional structure in tidal bars and estuarine channels. From
Meyer (1998)
-
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Figure 2.6 Areal map showing the location of the stratigraphic columns (points), crosssections (lines), and wells (triangles) within Writing-on-stone Provincial Park, WOSPP.
The sections AA' and CC' are taken from Meyer (1998). The other cross sections were
developed during this research. The area of study covered 6Km x4Km.
-
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Figure 2.7- Example of a stratigraphic column developed by Meyer (1998). This
corresponds to the area E134-E138.
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Figure 2.9 —Cross-sections showing erosion of the upper shoreface by the estuarine
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CHAPTER 3

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANALOGUE MODEL

3.1.

Introduction
As seen in Chapter Two, Meyer (1998) studied the WOSPP Virgelle member, using

data obtained along afew vertical wells and stratigraphic columns connected to form
cross-sections. In order to develop a 3-D model using this 2-D information, spatial
interpolation of the data has to be performed. In this research an attempt was made to
inject as much control into the interpolation procedure as possible, so as to render a3-D
analog model that is as close to being deterministic as possible.
Geostatistics provide aset of tools for analysis and prediction of spatial or temporal
phenomena, such as metal grades, porosities, permeabilities or pollutant concentrations.
The spatial/temporal variability is represented using a set of consistent probabilistic
models and the spatial/temporal pattern is generally characterised by a variogram.
Because of the large variety of applications, many methods are now proposed in
literature, and most of these methods are based on variogram or covariance models. In
general, the steps involved in ageostatistical study include:
• Exploratory data analysis
• Structural analysis (calculation and modeling of variograms)
• Making predictions (spatial interpolation /stochastic simulations)
Spatial correlation or covariance implies locations in space that exhibit similar
behaviour of the spatial phenomena. Geostatistical modeling techniques account for the
information content in data, through the covariance between the data and the unsampled
locations. Redundancy between data is accounted for by the data to data covariance.
Alternatively, deterministic interpolation techniques such as inverse distance and
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triangulation do not provide optimal estimates at unsampled locations that account for
redundancy in data and other spatial features such as anisotropy.
To have abetter understanding of the tools used in this study, basic concepts in
geostatistics are introduced at the beginning of this chapter. Definition of random
variables, variogram and their relationships with the kriging and simulation paradigm are
included. Kriging and cokriging algorithms (Deutsch and Journel, 1998), as well as the
stochastic simulation concept are discussed briefly and these constitute the basis of the
mapping procedures used for the construction of the 3D analogue model, The central
theme in this chapter is to develop and present amethodology to integrate 1-D and 2-D
outcrop data to create a 3-D analogue model that can be used to estimate different
measures of heterogeneity.
3.2.

Fundamental geostatistical concepts

3.2.1

The spatial framework

Spatial distributions such as porosity, permeability, elevation, thickness etc, can be
modeled as spatial random variable (RV) Z(u), with ubeing alocation vector. This RV
Z(u) is characterized by its cumulative distribution function (cdt), which defines the
probability that the variable Zat alocation udoes not exceed agiven threshold z:
F(u;z)=Prob{Z(u)≤z},

Vu, iV

(3.1)

A random function (RF), also named Z, is defined as acollection of RVs Z(u) that occur
jointly. Spatial patterns of permeability, porosity or layer thickness constitute aRandom
Function. The RF Zis characterized by amultivariate probability distribution:
Vz, UE V

(3.2)

where K is the number of locations u within the reservoir or domain. The RF Z is said
stationary within afield V, if its multivariate distribution as well as all other lower order
distributions and the associated moments (e.g., mean and semivariograms, defined later)
are invariant under translation. Specifically, under second order stationarity, the first two
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moments of the RF Z, i.e., the mean m and covariance C(h), remain invariant under
spatial translation. Thus:
E{Z(u)}=E{Z(u+h)}=m,

V(u)EV,and

Cov{Z(u),Z(u')}= Cov{Z(u + h),Z(u'+Ii)}= c(h),

(3.3)

v(u,u')€ V

(3.4)

Where E{Z(u)} is the expected value of the random variables RV Z(u), which is
essentially its mean m. The stationary covariance C(0) at lag h=O equals the stationary
variance y
2.
The covariance C(h) is defined as:
N(I:)

C(h)=

N(h)

(3.4.a)
1= 1

where:
E N(11)

M _

N(h)
.1

m+ =

(3.4.b)
(3.4.c)

Z(u+h)

and N(h) is the number of tail-head pairs in aset of measurements. In certain situations it
is preferred to standardize the covariance C(h) by defining astationary correlogram:
C(h)
0(12)c(o)

E

[-1,+1

(3.5)

In other situations another second order moment, the semi-variogram is preferred, which
is related to the covariance as it shown in the next section.
3.2.2. The semi-variogram
The semi-variogram is ameasure of variability between two-points, jointly in space. It is
defined as one-half the mean squared difference between pairs of measurements recorded
at locations at agiven distance and direction. It is traditionally estimated from data by
using the following formula:
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j
27(h) =

N(h)

N(h)

{z(u 1) z(u 1 + u)] 2

(3.6)

-

where y(h) is the estimated semi-variogram of the variable zat the separation distance
and direction specified by the lag vector h, such that h = u—u', u eR, u11sare the data
locations and N(h) is the number of pairs. The semi-variogram (or variogram for
convenience), can also be interpreted as the moment of inertia of the cross-plot between
z(u 1)and z(u 1+u). When the data are irregularly distributed, no pairs may be exactly
separated by h. In these cases, distance and direction tolerances are applied to find pairs
that are approximately separated by h. The semi-variogram y(h) is related to the variance
C(0) and the covariance function C(h) mentioned in equation 3.4 through:
=

C(0)

-

C(h)

(3.7)

It is to be noted that inference of the semi-variogram requires a prior decision of
stationarity of only the increment [z(u 1) z(u 1 + h)]. Therefore aRF may not be second
-

order stationary (and hence C(h) cannot be inferred) and yet it may be possible to infer a
variogram provided the random increments are stationary.
3.2.3.

Modeling Variogram

The experimental variogram (Eq. 3.6) is affected by the sampling pattern and outliers
especially at larger lag spacing h. In some cases there can be significant fluctuations in
variogram values. The sampling scenario may also permit variogram inference in afew
selected directions and for some lags. In the prediction mode, avalue for the variogram
or covariance may be required for lags and directions different from those along which a
variogram value has been inferred. Therefore it is necessary to use a smooth
mathematical function (model) that can best fit the experimental variogram. In order to
ensure physical plausibility of the random function Z(h) and uniqueness of the estimated
values, the variogram
positive definite.

'

(h) or more precisely the covariance C(h) function must be

Hence, experimental variograms are modeled using positive definite

functions, as summarized in Deutsch and Journel, 1998.
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The variogram value at h = 0is zero since adata point does not exhibit variability
when compared with itself. However, at ashort distance from the origin, the variogram
may show discontinuity due to inherent variability of the spatial phenomena or due to the
resolution of the measurement procedures. This near-origin discontinuity is referred as
nugget effect C0. As the lag distance h increases, the variogram values become larger,
signifying less correlation between data points. Theoretically, for a second-order
stationary process, the variogram reaches amaximum value known as the sill C(0), which
is also the variance of the distribution.

The lag distance over which the sill C(0) is

reached is called the range of the variogram. This range represents the greatest distance,
over which reservoir attributes are correlated in space. The differences between vertical
and horizontal variograms can characterize the anisotropy of areservoir. Most of the
sedimentary rocks are layered and consequently anisotropic. The spatial correlation in
terms of variogram (covariance) can be incorporated into ageneralized linear regression
algorithm, known as kriging.
3.2.4. Kriging
Kriging is basically an interpolation method in which the value of an attribute at
unknown locations is estimated by alinear combination of the conditioning data. The
simple kriging (SK) estimator

ZK

at each location

Uj

is known as the best linear

unbiased estimator/predictor and can be written as:

(3.8)

where

m(u)

=

E{Z(u)}, j= 1,

defined at locations

u1;

V (u

)E

...,

J, are the "known" stationary mean of the RF

V. The kriging weights

A(u),

Vi

=

1,

..,

Z(u)

N, are calculated

from the following system of equations:
N

'k(UJ)'(Ui
k=1

-

uk)=C(u l -ui),

V'= 11...,N

(3.9)
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where u is the location corresponding to the estimation point (unknown). The kriging
system accounts for data-to data redundancy, through the C(u1
effect

of

structural

closeness

of

data

to

the

-

Uk)

unknown

term, as well as the
locations,

through

the C(u 1 u) term; The kriging system is obtained by minimizing the estimation (error)
-

variance 0SK
-

(3.10)

aSK (u J)C(0)((U J)C(u I- "i)
i=I

where C(0)

=

Var{Z(u j')} is the sill of the variogram y(h). The estimation'variance

°

2 is
K

independent of data values (homoscedastic) and consequently is not ameasure of local
accuracy of kriging. In order to evaluate the goodness of data fit other techniques such as
the cross-validation error can be applied to the final results.

To summarize, simple

kriging (Eqs. 3.5-3.6) requires prior knowledge of:
o

O

the stationary mean in(u)

=

m(u 1)= m,

(N xIV) square matrix of covariances [C(u1

Uk)]:

-

1, k= 1,

...,

N, between the sample

data, and
0

(N x 1) vector of data-to-unknown covariance [C(u 1

-

uj)]T:

i

N, where

superscript T denotes the transpose operation.
Other kriging variants exist that account for spatial trends m(u). For example, when the
mean is considered unreliable, it is filtered out from the SK expression by imposing the
constraint

A1°' (u)

=

1. Thus the ordinary kriging estimator Z K at alocation

N

ZK(uJ)

is:

(3.11)

=

i=1

which minimizes the error (estimation) variance

Uj

0K
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N
00K(uJ) =

C(0)

(OK)

-

(u)C(u,

-

u)

-

(3.12)

1
u(u)

i=I

where C(0)
is

=

needed

Var {Z(u 1)} denotes the variance of the RF Z(u,). The Lagrange multiplier 1
u
to

constraint

satisfy

the

(u i ) =

minimization

of

U2
O

subject

to

the

additional

1. In order to find the ordinary kriging weights the following

system of equations has to be solved:
N
,(OK) (u i )

C(u1

-

+1
u(u)

Uk)

=

C(u

-

Vk = 1,

Uk),

...

I
N

(3.13)

j1
N
,%(OK)() =

1

(=1

where the OK weights are different from the SK weights.
3.2.5. Cokriging, away to integrate secondary information.
In many cases, direct measurements of the primary attribute are supplemented by
secondary information from other related categorical or continuous variable. The
estimation generally improves if this secondary information is taken into consideration.
The simple kriging (SK) paradigm can be extended to incorporate relevant secondary
information such as seismic data. The resulting simple cokriging (SCK) estimator Z CK
is written as:

z;CK

(u i)
-

m

0

(u i ) =

.Zd (u J )

[Z a(u 1)
-

m

a

(u 1 )]

(3.14)

a=O 1=1

where subscript a = 0refers to the primary variable (e.g., permeability); the stationary
mean m0(u) corresponds to the primary RF Z0(uj)defined at alocation uj.Subscript a=
1,.., M corresponds to the secondary variable (e.g. porosity, thickness, seismic
amplitude). The kriging weights
equations:

aj(uj)

are solved using the following system of normal
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M

N
/3k

(U j )C a/J (U ai

U/3k )_C ao (U cd

(3.15)

ui j ),

/3O k=1

Va=O,...,M, j=l,...,Na
where:
o

[Caji(Uai

-

Uk)]

is the [(M + 1).(IV) by (M + 1).(IV)] square matrix of auto and cross-

covariances,
o

[Cao(uai

-

u)]T

is the [(M + 1).(N) by 1] vector of data-to-unknown auto and cross-

covariances,
That can be solved for the (M + 1).(LV) weights

ta1(Uj),

a

=

0,

...,

M; I= 1,

...,

Na,. The

cokriging system requires the matrix of the auto and cross-covariances to be known. In
order for the system to. yield aunique set of solutions, the covariance matrix needs to be
positive definite. Positive definiteness of the covariance matrices is ensured by the linear
model of coregionalization (LMC) (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978). However the inference
of aLMC is very tedious and algorithms such as Markov models have been developed as
substitutes, albeit with some restrictive assumptions.
In the Markov model proposed by Almeida and Journel (1994), MM1, only amodel
of spatial continuity is required for the primary variable. The model of spatial continuity
for the cross covariance is inferred as follows.

(3.16)

where C11 (h) is the primary covariance function and

C12(h)

is the cross covariance

function. The secondary covariate function is not required in the cokriging system. Only
the correlation coefficient of the collocate variables, C12 (0), is required. Ma and Journel
(1999) state that the collocated primary datum screens the influence of any primary data
located further away on the secondary variable. In the Markov Model 2(MM2) (Journel
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1999, Ma and Journel 1999, and Shmaryan and Journel 1999) the cross covariance is
assumed to be proportional to the covariance of the secondary variable:
c12(h)=

c12(o)

c22(h)

(3.17)

C22(0)

where C22 (h) is the secondary covariance function. In this case, the primary covariate
function is not required in the cokriging system. This model is more appropriate in cases
where the volume support of the secondary data is typically larger than the primary
variable. The collocated secondary datum screens the influence of other secondary data
located further away on the primary variable. In addition to estimating across model of
spatial continuity, the primary model of spatial continuity is also estimated as alinear
combination of the secondary variance model and a residual covariance. Positivedefiniteness of the cross-variogram model is ensured with:
c11 (h)= C12 2(o). C22 (li)+ (i
where

CR(h)

-

C12 2(0)). CR (h)

(3.18)

is aresidual variogram model proposed to model simultaneously C22 (/z).

Because of simplicity and no difference in volume support between the covariates,
Markov Model Iis preferred in applications that satisfy the assumptions.

3.2.6. Stochastic Simulation
Kriging is an excellent method for honoring sample data and estimating trends of
attributes such as porosity etc. However, kriging results in interpolated maps that exhibit
smooth profiles. It can be proved theoretically that kriging does not assume reproduction
patterns of spatial variations. These drawbacks of kriging are overcome by stochastic
simulation. Broadly, stochastic simulation can be interpreted as a procedure for
generating aset of L alternative realizations Z<0(u), 1= 1,

...,

L, Vu

E

V of aspatial

process. These realizations are sampled from the multivariate probability distribution
underlying the random function RF Z(u). The realizations satisfy afew conditions:
.

Data values are honored at their locations; the realizations are data exact.
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• The histogram of simulated values reproduces closely the declustered sample
histogram
• The covariance model C(h) is reproduced implying that the derived spatial pattern
are reproduced accurately.
Among the many stochastic simulation algorithms currently available, the sequential
simulation approach as outlined in the next section, is preferred due to its ease of
implementation and ability to ensure the correct spatial pattern between the unknown
samples. The sequential simulation paradigm is a technique for sampling from the
multivariate probability distribution underlying the RF Z(u):
Prob{Z(ui) ≤z(ui),

...,

Z(UK) ≤Z(UK)

I
(N)}

=Fz{z(ui),

...,

Z(UK)

I
(A)}

(3.19)

where (N) represents the set of conditioning data. The above multivariate distribution can
be factored into aproduct of lower order distributions by applying Bayes' Rule, i.e.,
Prob{Z' 0(ui) ≤z(ui),
=

UK) ≤z(UK)

Fz{z 0(UK) I
Z('(
Fz{zW( ui),

. ..,

Ui),

...,

I
(IV)}

z(

z(

UK1),

(3.20)
(.N)}

(.N)}

By decomposing the second and the subsequent terms:
Fz{z0(ui),

.

.,

z'0(ujci), (IV)}

=

FZ{z 0(UK1)

Fz{zW(ui),

Fz{z'0 (U2)

...,

I
zW(ui),

...,

z0(uK2), (N)}

(3.21)

z' 0(ujc..), (IV)}

I
Z'°u, (1V)}

Fz{z' 0(ui) I
(IV)}
In other words, the multivariate distribution can be obtained by multiplying aseries of
univariate ccdf's (conditional cumulative distribution function), each conditioned to an
increasing set of conditioning data. For instance, the first step is to simulate avalue
z°(u 1)from the univariate ccdf of Z(ui), given aset of the original N data. Then increase
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the conditioning data set to (N + 1) by adding the simulated value ?(u I). Draw another
value z°(u 2)from the updated univariate ccdf, i.e., Fz{z(u2) I
zW(u i), (IV)}, and add it to
the current data set, now with alarger dimension of (N + 2). Repeat the subsequent steps
of continually drawing avalue from the updated ccdf and adding it to the data set until all
unknown locations are covered. This process will finally produce simulated values z(u),
Vu (=- V, that are correctly sampled (drawn) from the multivariate probability distribution
characterizing RF Z(u). Fundamentally, this is the paradigm of the sequential simulation,
of which aspecial case, sequential Gaussian simulation, was used in this study.
The conditional distribution Fz{z(ui),

...,

z(uj-)

I(N)}

can be considered to be

Gaussian in which case the distribution is fully parameterized by the mean and variance
obtained by kriging. Sequential gaussian co-simulation utilizes the cokriging systems to
derive the mean and the variance of the conditional distribution.
3.3.

Transforming outcrop data into gridded models

The methodology for constructing the 3-D analogue model, that honors the available data
and the stratigraphic geology and interpretation, consisted of the following steps (see
Figure 3.1 for aflow diagram of the 3D-model construction process):
3.3.1. Definition of genetic units and exploratory data analysis
Lithofacies were grouped into genetic units, based on lithofacies description, successions
and representing sedimentation in different depositional environments. The genetic units
identified are middle shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channels. Each genetic
unit and its petrophysical data were analyzed using descriptive statistical methods: mean,
variances, correlation coefficients, histograms and cross-plots (Deutsch & Journel, 1998;
Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989; Journel & Huijbregts, 1978; Matheron, 1962). Figures 3.2 to
3.9 present analyses on a global basis as well as for each genetic unit. Average
petrophysical properties are summarized in Table 3.1. In a general sense, the middle
shoreface exhibits the lowest average permeability (both horizontal and vertical), porosity
and variance, and the estuarine channel, the highest average permeability with higher
variance. For instance, the horizontal permeability histograms of middle shoreface, upper
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shoreface and estuarine channel (Figure 3.4) reflect the averages of 429.88 mD, 1011.49
mD and 1312.31 mD, respectively. The histograms for middle shoreface and estuarine
channel show peaks at the lower extremes of the distributions, these peaks correspond to
cementation present in some areas. The fairly unimodal distribution support the definition
and grouping of lithofacies in the genetic units previously established.
Relatively

high

correlation

coefficients

between

horizontal

and

vertical

permeabilities are found for all genetic units. A correlation coefficient of 0.76 between
porosity and permeability for all data is obtained, but when the samples are divided into
the genetic units the lowest correlation corresponds to the upper shoreface, while the
highest to the estuarine channel (Figure 3.9). The permeability distributions are generally
positively skewed, implying the occurrence of occasional extreme high values.

Table 3.1- Average petrophysical properties for each genetic unit. The lithofacies
number follows the descriptions in Table 2.1
Genetic units

Mean values

lithofacies
Middle Shoreface
2
Upper Shoreface
3b..5.8
Estuarine Channel
3e.4,6

3.3.2.

Kh

Ky

mD

mD

Porosity
5
0
1

429.88

359.84

26.36

1011.49

705.53

27.05

1312.31

1018.66

27.95

Construction of the stratigraphic framework.

Three genetic units were modeled, in vertical sequence going upward from the middle
shoreface, upper shoreface to estuarine channel (see Table 3.1). The first task in the
modeling process is focused on reproducing the architecture and the large-scale trends of
the genetic units. This involves the mapping of four surfaces and estimation of
corresponding volume of each genetic unit.

The procedure followed was:

• Digitize elevation points available for each contact and the (9) cross sections
constructed in Chapter 2
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• Construct the surface corresponding to the elevation of the top of the middle
shoreface (surface 1)
• Estimate thicknesses of the middle shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine
channel based on data available in stratigraphic columns.
• The base of the middle shoreface was obtained by subtracting the middle
shoreface thickness (surface 0)
• In order to obtain the top surfaces of the upper shoreface (surface 2) and the
estuarine channel (surface 3), the estimated thfcknesses of these genetic units
were added to the top surface of the middle shoreface
Since thickness is estimated as apositive variable, the above procedure ensures that no
crossover or layer inversion occurs. For modeling the genetic units surfaces a2D grid
with mesh size 60 m. by 40 in. with a total of 100x100 cells was considered. The
elevation at the top of the middle shoreface and thicknesses of each genetic unit were
interpolated with asequential Gaussian simulation approach using the GSLIB program
sgsim. The digitized elevation points are considered hard data and are honoured exactly
by the simulation procedure. As mentioned previously, the sequential simulation
procedure ensures reproduction of the variogram and the depmed architecture of the unit
The sequential gaussian algorithm comprises the following steps (Journel, 1998):
• Histogram and normal score transform of the Horizontal permeability.
• Normal score covariance/variogram modeling
• Sequential simulation of the noimal score transform values calling for the solution
of one krigging system at each simulation node.
• Back transform simulated values into horizontal permeability.
Figure 3.10 shows maps with locations of elevation data for tops of middle
shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channel. They were the input data to estimate
and model variograms of the elevation of the top of the middle shoreface, thickness of
upper shoreface and thickness of estuarine channel. This was performed using GSLIB
programs gamy and vmodel (Deutsch and Journel, 1998). Specifically, Figure 3.11
presents the horizontal variograms for each contact. Geometric anisotropy is clearly
observed for all cases, being more drastic in the case of top of middle shoreface, which
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exhibits a large range in east direction (more than 6000 m) and short range in north
direction 1000 in.. The continuously climbing variogram in the north direction is
indicative of asystematic trend in that direction implying non-stationarity of the data in
that direction. The variogram in that direction was also modeled with afixed sill, with the
residual variability due to the trend accounted for through a locally varying mean
(ordinary Kriging) in the simulation algorithm. The variogram models fitted for each
contact are summarized in Table 3.2, where Sph (h/a) is aspherical model of range a;
Gauss(h/a) is agaussian model of range a and h1,h 2 are the coordinates of separation
vector halong directions E and N respectively.
The output data was processed to generate numerous cross-sections in north-south
and east-west directions. These interpolated cross- sections were analyzed for consistency
with the depositional model. The final stratigraphic model utilizes additional control
points (see Figure 3.10) that were introduced to ensure that the spatial correlation, shape
of geological features and lithofacies successions were accurately represented by the
output data. Special attention was placed on features such as the channel defined in the
north part of the study area and the tidal bar in the south (see Figure 2.4). In general the
amount of control points added were between 1- 10 % of the original data. It could be
argued that stochastic simulation techniques such as sgsim would provide a nondeterministic rendition of the surfaces. However, additional control points introduced
based on interpretation of the depositional model ensure that the different realizations
generated for each surfaces exhibit little variation in the general pattern of elevation and
thickness. Some variations were observed mainly in the southeast section of the model,
due to the lack of data in that part of the model. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show aview of the
four surfaces generated considering the 100x100 grid.

Estimate of volume between

surfaces showed proportions of genetic units as follows:
• Middle shoreface
• Upper shoreface
• Estuarine channels

69.0%
8.4%
21.6%

As can be observed from the surfaces and the composite view, the main features are
reproduced. The east-west trending tidal bars in the south, truncating the middle
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shoreface and the similarly oriented estuarine meander belt in the north, with several
channels well defined.
Table 3.2- Variogram models used for simulation.
Variable

Variogram model
y(h)= 0.01

+

Elevation top
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j
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3.3.3. Modeling petrophysical properties
Subsequent to the construction of the surfaces, petrophysical properties need to be
assigned to the genetic units bounded by the surfaces. Because the surfaces dip and have
uneven thickness, lateral geological continuity is calculated along "strata" corresponding
to aconstant standardized time horizon tdefined as:
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t=

(z
(z 10

zb o ()

-

-

E [0,1]

(3.25)

Zb OI)

Where zis the interval (depth) coordinate of a3D location u— (x,y,z).

z, 0

and

Zbot

are the

depths to the top of estuarine channel and bottom of middle shoreface at horizontal
locations (x,y). All the locations with data were then stratigraphicaly transformed and the
simulation of petrophysical properties was carried on the stratigraphicaly transformed
Cartesian grid. The vertical grid resolution was assumed to be fifty (50) blocks. On few
occasions, more than one value of permeability was found in one block, in which case the
values

of permeability or porosity within the same fine block were averaged

arithmetically. Modeling of petrophysical properties specific to each genetic unit was
then performed within the geometric templates previously generated. Three properties
were considered: porosity, horizontal and vertical permeability. Because the horizontal
permeability was better sampled, that variable was modeled first, conditioned to
horizontal permeability data specific to the genetic unit being considered. Next, vertical
permeability K was modeled conditioned to K neighbourhood data and utilising the colocated previously simulated horizontal permeability as secondary information. Last,
porosity was modeled conditioned to the available data and to the previously simulated
co-located K17value.
3.3.3.1.Modeling horizontal permeability K,7
The semi-variogram of horizontal permeability in the vertical direction can be reliably
inferred using the high density of available information given by the cored wells and
stratigraphic columns. Figure 3.14 show the experimental and models fitted. The range of
horizontal permeability in vertical direction is greater for the middle shoreface and
smaller for the estuarine channel. However, in the horizontal direction the semivariogram cannot be reliably inferred, due to the low density of data. Since the horizontal
variogram of horizontal permeability is difficult to infer from the available data, because
the lack of resolution in aerial sense, the horizontal variogram range was identified to the
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range of the indicator variogram inferred on the previously constructed model for genetic
units.
An indicator random variable is a discreet binary RV with only two possible
outcomes: 0and 1. The indicator datum i(u; s) associated with the ath individual is set
to 1if the state s is observed and zero otherwise, that is:
1 ifs(u)=s
i(u; s)

(3.26)

=

otherwise
The set of P possible states s that any value s(u& can take is denoted by(sj, .$ ).The P
..

states are exhaustive and mutually exclusive in the sense that each individual belongs to
one and only one state s. Specifically, the three genetic units can be considered three
possible states p. Therefore the pattern of continuity of a category s
p (e,g, middle
shoreface, upper shoreface, estuarine channel) can be characterised by semivariograms
defined on an indicator coding of the presence/absence of that category. The indicator
semivariogram for category s is then computed as:
1
2y(h;s) = N (h) 2[1(u,,; sp)—i(ua

+

h;sp )]2

(3.27)

The indicator variogram value measures how often two locations avector h apart belong
to different categories. The smaller the variogram value, the better the spatial
connectivity of category s.
The indicator variogram for each genetic unit was estimated and modeled in order
to identify main features in the variability pattern. Figure 3.15 shows horizontal indicator
variograms. The middle shoreface exhibits afairly isotropic system opposite to the highly
anisotropic (both zonal and geometric) behavior for the upper shoreface and estuarine
channel. The models fitted are presented in Table 3.4.
The GSLIB program sgsim was used to perform sequential Gaussian simulation to
generate models for the horizontal permeability corresponding to each genetic unit (e.g
middle shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channel) honoring their respective final
variogram model. Ultimately, the permeability models for the three genetic units were
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merged to obtain the final model.

The final model has a total of 500,000 cells

(100x100x50); cell dimensions are 60m x40m in the xand y direction respectively, and
approximately 0.8 in in the vertical direction. The output data was processed to generate
atotal of 50 pseudo-wells representing vertical transects of the permeability field, like
those shown in Figure 3.16. These interpolated pseudo-wells were analyzed for
consistency with the depositional model.
Table 3.4- Variogram models used for modeling K,,
Variable

Variogram model
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+
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An attempt was made to retain important features such as low and high
permeability streaks. The pseudo-wells corrected were digitized and introduced as
conditioning data and the program sgsim was executed again. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show
the final analogue model after re-assembling the 3 independents models of middle
shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channel, and some cross sections illustrating the
location of the channel and extreme permeability regions consistent with available data
and the stratigraphic interpretation.
The

construction

of the

above model required stochastic

simulation and

interpolation. Stochastic simulation permits reproduction of spatial variability and hence,
was the tool of choice for generating the 3D analogue model. It is believed that the
presence of high density of information and the extensive and iterative verification
process adopted renders the resultant analogue as close as possible to a deterministic
rendition of the reservoir consistent with the depositional system.
3.3.3.2.Modeling vertical permeability K
The horizontal permeability model yields the K1 value at each location in the reservoir.
Simulation of the K conditioned to the available data and to the co-located previously
modeled K1 value was performed using sequential Gaussian Co-simulation. This
algorithm accounts for the calls for joint multivariate gaussianity of the two variables K
and K,. The algorithm comprises the following steps, similar to that used for K, except
co-located cokriging replaces ordinary kriging at each simulation node:
• Markov model I, MMI, (Almeida and Journel, 1994), was used to obtain the
cross-variogram model between the primary variable (normal score of Kh) and the
secondary variable (normal score of K) that is used within cokriging system.
MMI requires the correlation coefficient between normal score data of Kh and K
and is used to and the covariance model of normal score Kh to infer the cross
covariance.
• Sequential simulation of the normal score transforms values of K. At each
simulation node, in addition to the neighbouring K1,data (original data values plus
previously simulated values) the collocated previously simulated Kh value is
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retained. Therefore the solution of a co-located cokriging system is required at
each simulation node. Because only one Kh is retained, co-located with the K
value, the only cross-statistics required is the previous normal score correlation
coefficient at h=O.
• Back transform simulated values into horizontal permeability.
The GSLIB program sgsim with the co-located co-kriging option was used to perform
the sequential Gaussian co-simulation of horizontal permeability under the variogram
models in Table 3.5. A normal score realization was then back transformed using the
same histogram with attention given to extrapolation of upper tail values. Figure 3.19
displays the final 3D model of vertical permeability after re-assembling the 3independent
models of middle shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channel.
3.3.3.3.Modeling Porosity
The collocated simulation option was used to model porosity conditioned to the available
data and the previously modeled K,,. Figure 3.20 shows the final 3D model of porosity
after assembling the 3independent models of middle shoreface, upper shoreface and
estuarine channel

3.4.

Discussion of results
Several researchers (Deutsh 2000, Durlofsky et al, 1997, Hurst, 1993, Stalkup et al,

1986) has recognised that large-scale reservoir features are the most critical for predicting
reservoir flow behaviour. Therefore, accurate modeling of reservoir architecture or
geometry is critical for correctly modeling the flow response in the reservoir. In view of
the limied amount of data available to infer reservoir characteristics and in order to
distinguish important features in the reservoir it was decided to lump rock types or
lithofacies with similar sedimentological type as well as porosity and permeability
characteristics.

Groups of lithofacies were defined in such way that the lithofacies

associations have clearly different petrophysical properties. At the same time there is
enough data to allow reliable inference of required statistics within each facies
associations.
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Once the lithofacies were grouped into genetic units, the surfaces of these different
sedimentological units were modeled first. These surfaces represent the large-scale
architecture of the reservoir and allow better control of lithofacies and their petrophysical
properties distributions.
Conventional mapping algorithms used to construct surfaces generate either very
smooth or very jagged maps distorting large-scale geologic trends. For instance,
Minimum Curvature generates the smoothest possible surface. This interpolated surface
is analogous to athin, linearly elastic plate passing through each of the data values with a
minimum amount of bending. Because minimum curvature is not an exact interpolator
the data are not always honoured exactly, The Nearest Neighbour gridding method
assigns the value of the nearest point to each grid node. This method is useful when data
are already evenly spaced and may result in ajagged surface. With Inverse Distance to a
Power method, data are weighted during interpolation such that the influence of one point
relative to another declines with distance from the grid node. A weighting power controls
how the weighting factors drop off as distance from agrid node increases. Lack of data
in some regions produces very sharp discontinuities in the interpolated map. Kriging
produces visually appealing maps from irregularly spaced data. It incorporates anisotropy
and underlying trends in amore efficient manner, but still produces smooth surfaces. In
view of the drawbacks with all the other spatial interpolation schemes, it was decided to
model the surfaces using stochastic simulation, which preserves the spatial features of the
reservoir.
A simple Cartesian grid with rectangular parallelepiped blocks was used. In this
Cartesian grid, an elevation is associated to each grid node using a cell-centred
specification.

The vertical stratigraphic cell size was selected to represent the

heterogeneities observed in the stratigraphic columns. More sophisticated gridding
schemes such as PEBI and tetrahedra-based gridding are capable of reproducing more
complex folded and faulted surfaces. However, in these non-conventional grids the cells
do not all have the same volume, making more difficult to utilise geostatistical tools
besides introducing more complications for flow simulations. In fact in those cases, two
additional steps have to be added, transformation of these complex geometries to a
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Cartesian grid for geostatistical calculations and finally a back-transform step to the
initial complex geometry.
A cell-based modeling technique was chosen to assign flow units as well as
continuous properties. The spatial connectivity of highly permeable genetic units
modeled explicitly using surfaces, influences flow more than the details of permeability
within each genetic unit. In this particular case, the number of stratigraphic columns and
other conditioning data gives good control on the reservoir model, in spite of the
difficulty in inferring a permeability or porosity variogram. The availability of the
numerous and close conditioning data overrides the influence of uncertainty in variogram
range and model. They are able to force the simulation to reproduce more or less the
correlation length and vertical organisation exhibited by the spatial pattern of
permeability and porosity. In fact, the extent of control injected into the model in the
form of additional pseudo-cross sections and control points etc, results in a quasi

-

deterministic analog model, analogous to afully exposed 3dimensional outcrop.
Due to the limited data, we could not compute reliable directional semi-variograms.
This is evident from the amount of scatter in the computed semi-variogram. There was a
substantial degree of subjectivity in fitting appropriate models to the computed semivariograms.
The horizontal permeability was modeled first on a genetic unit basis prior to
modeling vertical permeability and porosity because there were more horizontal
permeability data. The 3D models of porosity and vertical permeability were constrained
to the horizontal permeability, genetic-units and stratigraphic framework already
established. The methodology discussed in this chapter is a viable procedure for
constructing 3D outcrop analogs from multiple 2D exposures and other auxiliary
information.
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Figure 3.1 Flow diagram of the process followed for the construction of the 3D analogue
model.
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Figure 3.2

Histograms of horizontal permeability for all data available, considering all
genetic units, in Cartesian scale [top] and logarithmic scale [bottom].
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Figure 3.3
Histograms of vertical permeability for all data available, considering all
genetic units, in Cartesian scale [top] and logarithmic scale [bottom].
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Histograms of horizontal permeability considering each genetic unit. (1)
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Histograms of vertical permeability considering each genetic unit. (1)
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Top of estuarine channel

Top of upper shoreface

Top of middle shoreface

Bottom of middle
shoreface

Figure 3.12

-

Isometric view of bounding surfaces of WOSPP model interpolated from

elevation measurements and thickness data. Vertical dimension is exaggerated 20 times.
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Figure 3.13 Isometric view of bounding surfaces assembled in different combinations
showing large-scale features. Vertical dimension is exaggerated 20 times.
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Figure 3.14
Top and frontal view of the location of the data used for constructing the
analog model. Contour maps, cross sections, control points (black dots), stratigraphic
columns and wells (color squares). Vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 times.
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Figure 3.15 Composite view of data and surfaces honoring elevation points for bottom
and top of middle shoreface. Vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 times.
-
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Figure 3.16
Top view and 3D projection of structural grid defining the analog model.
For visualization purposes agrid of 20x20x20 is shown. Each cell shown is made up of
-

5x5x5 fine cells. Vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 times.

Figure 3.17
Vertical semivariogranis of normal score of horizontal permeability for
each genetic unit, middle shoreface (red), upper shoreface (black) and estuarine channel
(blue). Points represent experimental semivariograms. Lines represent the model fitted.
-

Distance is in meters.
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Figure 3.18
Horizontal indicator semivariograms of the middle shoreface [top], upper
shoreface [middle], and estuarine channel [bottom]. Points represent experimental
-

semivariograms. Lines represent the model fitted. Red and blue semivariograms
correspond to N and 900 Azimuth direction, respectively. Distance is in meters.
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Figure 3.20 3D views of the horizontal permeability field of the analogue model with
different slices. Vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 times.
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Figure 3.21

3D view of the vertical permeability field of the analogue model. Vertical

-

scale has been exaggerated 10 times. Hot colors represent higher porosity values.
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3D view of the porosity field of the analogue model. Vertical scale has

been exaggerated 10 times. Hot colors
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3D projections of the horizontal permeability field of the analogue model

(stratigraphically transformed). Vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 times.
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3D projections of the horizontal permeability field of the analogue model
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CHAPTER 4
A NEW APPROACH TO UPSCALING

4.1

Introduction.

The analog reservoir model detailed in Chapter 3 comprises of 500,000 cells and is a
model for an estuary-shoreface depositional environment. This analog model provides a
detailed description of the spatial variability that is encountered in such reservoirs or
reservoirs in amodeling scenario. Salient statistical measures of variability inferred from
such an analog model are utilized together with specific information for the target
reservoir in order to arrive at a suite of reservoir models that are equally probable
representation of the target geology. Frequently, these kinds of high-resolution geological
models are too large to process through numerical flow simulators. Upscaling is required
because fine scale flow simulation of multiple geostatistical realizations can be

Cpu

expensive. Upscaling can be defined as aprocedure that transforms adetailed geological
model to acoarse—grid simulation model such that the flow behavior of the two is similar,
that implies preserving the important geological characteristics of the reservoir. Any
upscaling procedure involves basically two steps, (1) gridding, to define the new coarse
blocks, and (2) averaging or estimation of properties, to preserve local geologic details.
Despite numerous upscaling methods reported in literature, efficient and accurate
estimation of effective rock properties at coarse scale from geological data at fine scale
remains an active area of research. Most upscaling methods currently in vogue, work
with uniform grids. A new upscaling approach based on non-uniform coarsening with
optimum power average is presented and discussed in this chapter.

4.2.

Background

Different authors have stated the advantages and disadvantages of different upscaling
procedures and proposed new methodologies. The simplest numerical procedure for the
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determination of effective permeability, with the exclusion of the statistical averages and
their combinations, involves the solution of the Laplace within the reservoir domain
subject to constant pressure gradient in one direction and no flux boundaries
perpendicular to that direction. The limitation of these conditions is that the cross terms
of the K tensor

in 2D systems), that might arise due to internal heterogeneities

in areservoir cannot be determined. This is because no flux boundary conditions are
prescribed on the boundaries with normal perpendicular to the imposed pressure gradient
(Durlofsky, 1991). Despite this limitation, that approach continues to be used assuming
that the diagonal terms of K tensor computed are correct and the cross terms are
unimportant. That assumption is true if the coordinate direction (e.g. x and y) coincide
with the principal directions of the effective permeability tensor. Unfortunately this is not
usually known apriori and it can change from one location to another. To overcome this
limitation Durlofsky (1994) presented anumerical procedure for the determination of
equivalent grid block permeability tensors. The method entails solution of the fine scale
pressure equation subject to periodic boundary conditions. Symmetric, positive definite
equivalent permeability tensors are obtained.
A numerical approach to obtain afull tensor consists of using linear boundary conditions
(Lee et al, 1998 & Wen et al, 2000). A pressure gradient is imposed in the flow direction
and alinear pressure profile on the two other opposite faces. This variation results in a
non-symmetrical permeability tensor taking into account the cross-flow term. Despite
improved representation of flow in heterogeneous media using apermeability tensor, the
pressure solver techniques used for establishing such atensor, employ approximations
such as single-phase flow and simplified boundary conditions. The methodology is also
hampered by the size and complexity of the geological model (e.g. pinchouts, faults) and
other geometrical

complications.

And in the case

of full permeability tensors

discretization of flow equations incorporating such tensors is not straightforward. In the
case of multiphase flow, upscaling may be achieved by adjusting the coarse scale relative
permeability in order to match the flow performance. However, the use of such pseudorelative permeabilities can lead to inaccuracies in some cases and have ahigh degree of
process dependency, because pseudo-relative permeability curves are really only
appropriate for the boundary conditions for which they were generated. These drawbacks
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have promoted other areas of research such as development of nonuniform coarsened
grids that alleviate some of the problems encountered using coarse uniform grids.

4.3.

Uniform grid vs. Nonuniform grid

Most methods for upscaling use uniform coarse grids, where the selection of the coarse
cell grid is independent of the permeability field and somewhat arbitrarily defined. The
effective properties for the coarse blocks are computed using either power average
derived from homogenization theory or flow-based upscaling. Since it is difficult to know
the coarse grid boundary condition, some assumed boundary conditions (e.g. periodic, or
no-flow) are imposed on each coarse block and the equivalent permeability is calculated
for each block independently. The uniform grid could lead to abnormal truncation of
large-scale features such' as like high permeability channels or barriers, resulting in
effective values that are inconsistent with the geological variability observed in the
reservoir. Contrast in permeability attributed to large and even small-scale features may
be lost due to uniform grids.
Nonuniform grids that preserve the structure of permeability extreme values have
been demonstrated to yield better results than uniform grids. Durlofsky et al (1994
&1996) developed a method for nonuniform coarsening of high-resolution reservoir
models, with finer resolution in potentially high flux regions. The high velocity regions
were determined using single-phase flow calculations with the actual well locations.
These regions were modeled using grid blocks of the same resolution as the fine-scale
grid. In regions with low flux, coarser blocks are used whose effective properties are
assigned using ageneral technique based on homogenization theory. The upscaled grid is
optimal for the location of wells in place and subsequent changes to the production
scenario would imply reconstruction of the non-uniform grid. Li (1995) presents a
method referred to as global scale-up, which uses amoving window to detect boundaries
of regions with large permeability variance and then construct acoarse-scale grid. Their
method attempts to maintain the variance and the spatial correlation within the entire
permeability field. Li's method is based on a set of statistical criteria for identifying
regions with similar static properties. The drawback with that method is that the link
between such statistical measures and actual flow characteristics (measured in terms of
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fluid fluxes) is not intuitive and hence the established grid may be sub-optimal from a
flow perspective. Panda (1996) applied wavelet transforms to one-dimensional and two
dimensional permeability data to determine the location of the layer boundaries and other
discontinuities in order to construct anonuniform grid. The non-uniform grid derived in
this manner is again based on static permeability variations and may not be reflective of
the flow characteristics of the reservoir.
Nonuniform grids have significant advantages over uniform grids because the coarse
block boundaries can be constructed to nearly coincide with abrupt changes in
permeability field thereby preserving geological heterogeneity. However, in order to
improve

the

performance

of non-uniform

grids

to

predict

future

performance

corresponding to arbitrary placement of wells, the grid has to represent the likely high
flux regions of the reservoir accurately without being unduly influenced by the current
location of wells. Furthermore, a simple and robust procedure for assigning effective
properties to nonuniform coarse blocks is necessary. A new upscaling approach based on
non-uniform coarsening with optimum power average is presented and discussed in the
following sections. The proposed methodology identifies likely high connectivity regions
using streamline simulations, then constructs anon-uniform coarse-scale grid preserving
the areas with probable high connectivity and assign equivalent permeability to the coarse
grid blocks using aoptimum power average technique. The power average exponent is
calibrated from data corresponding to aseries of single-phase flow simulations.
4.4.

Proposed approach: Nonuniform grid with optimum power average

4.4.1. General implications

-

Methodology

The method is intended to generate anonuniform coarsened reservoir model that renders
simulation predictions in close agreement with those of the original fine scale model.
Predictions imply field and well pressure and flow rate behavior, the breakthrough time
of the displacing fluid and local average saturation. The method uses 2D Cartesian grids
and projects the nonuniform grid vertically to create a3D upscaled grid. The nonuniform
coarsening procedure does not involve any modification to the fine scale relative
permeability curves and is applicable to two-phase flow processes (oil and water).
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The connectivity characteristics of different regions of the reservoir are estimated by
performing streamline simulation. In order to render the nonuniform grid boundary
condition independent, multiple streamline simulations are performed with different
combination of injector/producer locations instead of using only the actual well locations.
In order to speed up the calculation procedure, the layer with the highest variance of
permeability was selected for 2-D streamline simulations, with different combination of
injector/producer well pairs. The probability that ablock is intersected by astreamline
over the defined combination of injector and producer locations is computed and
corrected to reduce the effect of the high density of streamlines around the injector and
producer wells. The resultant values are normalized so as to range from 0to 1.
Nonuniform coarse blocks are obtained by aggregating fine cells such that the
variance of probability of occurrence of streamlines within each coarse block is
minimized. The variance of probability is ameasure of the similarity of fine cells within
the coarse block in terms of their contribution to flow. A 2D moving window is used to
estimate the variance of probability of occurrence of streamlines considering avariety of
probable coarse block shapes. These blocks range in size with the biggest of 16x4 or
4x16 and the smallest of W. An iterative procedure is used to accept and reject a
possible coarse block to arrive at afinal combination consistent with the desired final
number of upscaled blocks. In the case of 3-D models, the grid obtained for the highestvariance layer is applied to the remaining layers. The coarse block properties are assigned
using an optimum power average for which the power average exponent is calibrated
specific to the block size and shape and can vary from one region of the reservoir to the
next. Effective values of other properties such as porosity are calculated using volumeweighted averages.
The algorithm for constructing the non-uniform grid utilizes the fine scale porosity
and permeability field as input and the user-specified desired number of coarsened
blocks. The output data consists of files with definition of coarse cells (block corners)
and upscaled properties ready for use in acommercial flow simulator. For comparison
purposes, block equivalent properties are also estimated using traditional averaging
techniques (arithmetic, geometric and harmonic). In the next sections the main steps in
the methodology proposed are discussed in greater detail.
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4.4.2. Step 1 Identifying high connectivity regions with streamline simulation
-

The basic formulation of astreamline-based reservoir simulator for incompressible, twophase flow is described in detail in Batycky et al. (1997). The streamline simulation uses
an IMPES approach, and ignores capillary and dispersion effects, with displacement of
fluids along streamlines, rather than between discrete grid blocks. Initially the pressure
field is computed given rock properties, fluid properties, and boundary conditions on a
grid. Using the velocity field derived from the pressure solution, the streamlines are
traced throughout the reservoir. Streamlines define the natural flow-based grid along
which fluids are moved. The component conservation equations are transformed into 1-D
equations along each streamline. These equations are solved for each streamline using a
conventional finite difference solver with single-point upstream weighting. The
components are moved forward in time and then mapped back to the underlying 3D grid.
The pressure field is then recomputed and the streamlines are traced again.
Since the fluid moves along the streamlines, large time steps can be taken without
significant loss in accuracy and without practical numerical dispersion effects. The
underlying assumptions in this methodology are that the streamline grid does not change
"significantly" in space over the time step and the problem is dominated by convection
with no crossflow between the streamlines. If well events are controlling the time step
size then both methods would take asimilar number of pressure solutions and speedup
factors would be minimal.
The methodology is appropriate for large (>100,000 grid blocks) and highly
heterogeneous, convection-dominated problems with multiple wells and can be several
order of magnitudes faster than conventional finite difference simulation.
By taking advantage of the fast streamline simulation, it is possible to estimate the
connectivity characteristics of different regions of the fine scale reservoir model.
Streamline incompressible tracer flow simulation was performed with an injection in one
corner and producer in the opposite corner. In order to render the procedure boundary
condition independent eleven streamline simulations were performed with rotation of
injector/producer locations (see Figure 4.1).
To speed up the calculation procedures for a3-D fine resolution model such as that
described in Chapter Two and Three, the layer with the highest variance of permeability
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was selected to perform 2-D tracer simulations and to retrieve information such as the
location of streamlines and time of flight. Hence it is possible to estimate the number of
streamlines crossing each fine grid cell corresponding to aparticular injection-production
scenario. Defining an indicator as follows:

I(u;t) = if astreamline intersects location uat the end of production time t.
(4.1)
I(u;t)=O otherwise

Hence the probability that afine cell is intersected by astreamline over acombination of
injectors and producers can be computed as:
1
P'
,
(U)

=

INS

NS

ns=1

I

(4.2)

where the index thas been dropped from the indicator implying acommon time t, NS is
the number of simulations performed (11 in this case).
The probability in Equation 4.2 has to be corrected to account for the effect of the high
density of streamlines around the injector and producer wells. This is achieved by
multiplying the probability as follows:
K(u)
-

*p(u)

(4.3)

d(u)*TOF
Where, K is the permeability of the fine cell, d(u) is the distance from the well to the cell
along the streamline and TOF is the time of flight along the streamline to the cell location
and PI(u) is the corrected probability of occurrence of streamlines. The correction
suggested by Equation 4.3 accounts for the proximity of alocation uto awell, the closer
the fine cell to the well the larger the effect of clustering of streamlines. It also accounts
for the fact that any reduction in probabilities has to be considered against the underlying
permeability field, if the permeability at the location u is high and the time of flight,
which is inversely related to the particle velocity is low, then any reduction in probability
due to proximity to well has to be offset by the higher probability due to permeability
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effects. The correction of probability of occurrence of streamlines was performed on a
neighborhood of 20x20 cells around the well location. The closer the fine cells to the well
the larger the effect of clustering of streamlines.
The resultant values were normalized so as to range from 0to 1. The resultant map of
probabilities contains information about the connectivity of high and low permeability
values.
The subroutines Run—streamlines and Reading_Streamlines (see Appendix A)
implement the eleven simulations and estimate the corrected probabilities of occurrence
of streamlines. The relative location of the eleven pairs of wells used in streamline
simulations is shown in Figure 4.1. The subroutine Reading Streamlines reads the
output files with the streamlines at aspecific time (e.g 10 years) and generates afile with
the map with the requisite probability values. For the purpose of this research the 3DSL
code (C Streamsim Technologies) was used for streamline simulations.
4.4.3.

Step 2 Constructing the nonuniform grid
-

Nonuniform coarse blocks were obtained by aggregating fine cells such that the
variance of probability of occurrence of streamlines within each coarse block is
minimized. The probability is indicative of the contribution of a cell to flow and
minimizing the variance of probability ensures that cells that contribute similarly to flow
are aggregated. The algorithm searches for possible coarse blocks of different shapes and
sizes within a larger 2-D window and finally generates output files with the grid
description ready to be used in acommercial simulator (Eclipse100).
4.4.3.1 Description of the algorithm
The subroutine nu-upscaler (see Appendix A) implements the following algorithm for
grid generation:
a) Provide input data:
• File with actual well locations (optional)
• Corrected probability of streamlines
• File with fine porosity and permeability values
• Number of final coarse blocks desired
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b) A moving window of 16x16 fine cells searches for prospective coarse blocks.
Starting from the origin defined at the bottom left corner of the fine grid, the entire
permeability field is sequentially visited. Practical constraints are imposed on the
shapes considered to maintain enough refinement between wells and to control
numerical dispersion effects. The possible coarse block shapes are coded and ordered
and can be any of the shapes shown in Figure 4.2. These blocks range in size with
the biggest of 16x4 or 4x16 and the smallest is of 2x2. An option to retain the
original fine cell values in the vicinity of the wells is available. Grid refinement
around wells is generally a good simulation practice and is adopted for all cases
discussed in this thesis.
c) Start with acutoff variance equal to agiven value (e.g. 0.3). This threshold value is
generally established by trial and error by investigating the distribution of block sizes
that result.
d) Estimate the variance of probability of occurrence of streamlines within the 16x16
window, which, will be referred as the window local variance. This is calculated as
follows:
1

var(V)

=

Nfiv

—1

N

(i

—PA)2

1=1

fly

(4.4)

Where the subscript fand w refer to fine scale and window respectively, Nfl, is the
number of fine cells within the window, F'1,is the probability associated with fine cell
(1) within the window,

PAy

is the mean probability of the window.

e) Try each coarse grid shape from Figure 4.2 in the order listed and estimate the
variance within that particular shape (block local variance). The variance within each
possible shape is calculated as follows:

1
var(b)

where

PITh

N

ii,

Nib

—1

(
-

j= 1

P

Ib

(4.5)

is the mean probability within the coarse block and NJb is the number of

fine cells within the coarse block and Pj is the probability associated with the fine cell
f) Accept or select acoarse block shape such that:
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var(b)

≤ var(

1) )

cutoff

(4.6)

g) Repeat the process until all the remaining fine cells within the window have been
aggregated.
h) Go to the next location of the 16x16 window in the fine resolution grid a) until the
entire fine resolution grid is covered.
i) If the number of coarse blocks is larger than the required number, increase the
variance cutoff and repeat b) to h) until the number of coarse blocks is less or equal
than the desired number specified in a).

j)

In the case of a3D problem, apply the final nonuniform grid of the layer with the
highest variance in permeability to the remaining layers.

k) The output data consists of the following:
• File with definition of coarse blocks
• File with equivalent porosity, which is obtained as volume weighted averages.
• Files with equivalent permeability using various traditional averages such as
arithmetic, harmonic, geometric and optimum power average discussed in the
next section.
Usually, adesired number of upscaled coarse blocks are specified. An initial value for the
cutoff variance is assigned and modified iteratively within the algorithm until the desired
number of block result.

4.4.3.2. Practical considerations for implementation in a commercial simulator
(Edlipse100)
The keyword COARSEN in EclipselOO can be used to describe and simulate flow on a
nonuniform grid. With this keyword, fine cells can be grouped, reducing the total number
of active cells in the fine grid. This coarsening facility is very flexible, allowing
construction of highly complex nonuniform grids. Additionally, this option will
automatically generate non-neighbor connections that satisfy additional conditions:
• Local grid refinement cannot be located within or adjacent to acoarsened block,
hence local grid refinement if required, may only be applied to non-coarsened
cells or fine cells.
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• Coarsened blocks must not overlap one another, although they may join together
• In the case of different rock type with different relative permeability curves, it is
necessary to avoid different types of rock within the same coarse block.
A representative cell is chos
en to be located in the center of the each coarsened block. All
other fine cells within a coarsened block are designated to be inactive, except the
representative cell that has the effective permeability value obtained by using the
traditional averages or the optimum power average. In EclipselOO the keyword
COARSEN is followed by anumber of records (one for each final coarsened block), each
containing 9items of data and terminated by aslash (I). Each record describes abox of
fine cells for coarsening. The data items are as follows:
• Lower I-coordinate of the block (ii)
• Upper I-coordinate of the block (i 2)
• Lower 3-coordinate of the block (ii)
• Upper J-coordinate of the block (j2)
• Lower K-coordinate of the block (ki)
• Upper K-coordinate of the block (k2)
• Number of coarsened cells along the x-direction in this block (NX) (optional)
• Number of coarsened cells along the y-direction in this block (NY) (optional)
• Number of coarsened cells along the z-direction in this block (NZ)

(optional)

Therefore omitting the three last values, they are set by default to 1(one). Figure 4.3
presents agraphical description of the above definition.
4.4.4. Step 3 Assigning block properties
-

Within each coarse block, the simplest way to assign properties such as pore volume,
depth, permeability (in x, y and zdirections) and tops is by arithmetic volume weighted
averaging of the fine cells values in each coarse block with dimensions (ij, i
2
)x(I,', j2) x
(Jcj, k2). The transmissibility, TRANSXC, is obtained as the arithmetic average the y and z
directions of the harmonic average of TRANSXJ in the x-direction, so that:
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1

TRANSXC =

I

(4.7)

j=1 k=1
-

TRANSXJ

Where the summations inj and kare over the x-direction face between two cells and the
summation in Iis over all I-indexed fine cells between the cell centers of the coarse cells.
The aforementioned calculations are done by ECLIPSE100 if the file with the
nonuniform coarsened grid is specified.
The effective permeability of a block is a function of the internal heterogeneities
within the block as well as the boundary conditions prevalent in different zones within
the reservoir. These effects are difficult to capture using any unique type of average
applied to all regions of the reservoir. Consequently, a methodology for estimating
effective permeabilities of nonuniform coarse blocks using locally varying power
averages is discussed in the following sections. Before describing the procedure for
calibrating the optimum power average method, it is useful to recall some basic concepts
about well testing, power average, and neural networks, that form the basis of the
procedure suggested.
4.4.4.1. Power average
Well test data provide information about the average
scale greater than the fine cells

K(V)

around the wellbore at a

in a geostatistical model.

By application of

homogenization theory it is possible to express the well test-derived equivalent
permeability

K(v)

as alinear average of co-transformed permeability values K(u), within

an annular volume Vcentered at the well location (Journel et al, 1987):

K(v)

=

f[K(u)] O) A]

(4.8)

The power average parameter (w) is usually in the interval (-1,1). An co parameter close
to 1 (arithmetic average) is a good approximation when flow is parallel to the main
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direction of reservoir continuity. For an arithmetic average all values K(u) receive equal
weight and hence the high values of permeability are correctly emphasized in regions of
high permeabilities. On the other hand, a highly negative power (co

-

-1) would

correspond to harmonic averages of quasi-annular rings of different permeability values
around the well being tested. In this case, the

K(V)

value is more affected by low values

within the averaging volume. An co parameter equal to zero gives the geometric average
as shown in Deustch (1997). The exponent
between the flow response

Kweiitest

a)

captures the non-linear relationship

and the reservoir heterogeneity K(u). The power

averaging assumes that every location within the drainage volume Vcontributes equally
to the average. Assuming a2D system with uniform fine cells size, equation (4.8), can be
written in discrete form as:

K[

-

J
j=1

1=1

(4.9)

Where N is the total number of fine cells within avolume support V, Jand Ithe number
of rows and columns as in Figure 4.4
4.4.4.2. Optimum power average
Traditionally, aglobal power average exponent c,has been used to obtain upscaled
values for uniform coarsened grids. However, the use of a constant exponent may be
inappropriate since the pattern of heterogeneity and the applicable boundary conditions
may be different in distinct regions of the reservoir. The averaging exponent depends on
the patterns of spatial heterogeneity in the reservoir and thus the exponent might vary
from one coarse grid location to another. The proposal is to calibrate a local power
exponent that is specific to aparticular location of the reservoir and for the shape and size
of the coarse block in that region. An artificial neural network is proposed for this task.
The ANN requires a training set to calibrate the non-linear relationship between the
inputs (statistical measures of heterogeneity and shape block) and the output (exponent
co). Once the exponent co is known for aparticular coarse block of aparticular shape and
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size, the effective permeability of the block can be easily obtained applying the equation
4.9.
The training data set is obtained by performing a series of single-phase well tests in
different regions of the fine model. In awell test, the wellbore pressure transient reflects
the pressure transmission out into the reservoir. As time proceeds, the response is
characteristic of conditions further and further away from the wellbore. Prior to the
influences of reservoir boundaries, the reservoir behaves as if it were infinite in extent
(infinite-acting radial flow period). In the absence of wellbore storage and skin effects
(ideal case that can be considered in simulation), the pressure transient due to infinite
acting radial flow period into aline source wellbore producing at constant flow rate is
given by:
(4.10)
P

D

Ei
2

L4tD ]
r

where El represents the exponential integral function, where rD is the dimensionless
distance and tD the dimensionless time

.

This solution is valid throughout the reservoir

r
D>1, including at the wellbore (rD=l). The exponential integral solution at

rDl

can be

approximated by:

vD

(4.11)

=(lnt D +O.80907)+s

writing this in dimensional variables:

wf,

=q

BP

Kh

K

cb,uc,r

2

(4.12)

+O.8686s-3.2274
)

from this equation it can be seen that aplot of awell flowing pressure, Pwf, against the
logarithm of time should be astraight line with slope
(4.13)
Kh
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Hence, the permeability K calculated knowing the slope is the
the

a).

K(v)

used for calibrating

Moreover the deviation from straight-line behavior at late time reflects boundary

effects and is the basis for defining the volume support V. An assumption is made that all
coarse blocks that can fit within the well test volume support V, share the same effective
permeability K(v).
4.4.4.3. Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) present arelatively straightforward approach for the
identification of non-linear relationships, especially when it is difficult to propose exact
mathematical models.

The main characteristic of ANN is that they do not require

specification of structural relationships between input and output data, but can extract and
identify underlying pattern structures, and relationships between multiple data. The
program NNFit (Neural Network based data Fitting), Cloutier et al (1997), was used to
model the relationship between the covariates and the exponent w.
Basically, the neural network paradigm can be considered as anon-linear regression
model that gives arelationship between aset of input variables, X (1 < i<I), and aset of
output variables Y, (1

<p

<P) given aset of N relevant experimental data, [Xi,Y

In (1

<

n < N). An additional step consisting of transforming the actual variables (X, Y) to
normalized variables (U, S), can be implemented:

Ui

-

-

Xi — X mini
Xmax 1—Xmin 1

V —Ymin

is

P

Ymax1—Ymin

(4.14)

1≤pP

In this case since the objective is to find the exponent

Co

(4.15)

of acoarse block, given some

input variables. Because there is only one output variable in consideration, the expression
4.15 is reduced to:
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Y—Ymin

=

(4.16)

Y max— Y mill

The neural network model gives arelationship between anormalized input vector U and
anormalized output vector S. This functional relationship, S=f(U), is represented by a
multilayered neural network with asingle hidden layer as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
In the network shown in Figure 4.5, the first and last columns are the input and output
nodes representing the input and target variables respectively. The inputs and outputs are
connected through ahidden layer (neurons). Each value

at the hidden nodes is alinear

combination of the inputs U,, weighted with W,, and can be written as follows:
1+1

a1 =)VU,

1≤j≤J

(4.17)

1=1

An activation or transfer f'unctionf(.) is applied to a,in order to introduce no linearity to
the process:

H_—f(a)

(4.18)

1+1

1≤j≤J

(4.19)

The i'1'node is used for correcting bias and is set equal to 1. The output Sdepends on the
particular transfer function chosen. In theory, any nonlinear function can be used but it is
more practical to apply an activation function, which is bounded and easy to compute. A
bounded function avoids dealing with large weights, which may result in slow
convergence during the training mode. The common transfer functions used in multilayer
networks are the sigmoid, log-sigmoid and the hyperbolic tangent. In this study the
sigmoid function was used and is given as:
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1

(4.20)

1+ e_a
The intermediate values R' at the hidden nodes are linearly combined to yield:

J+1

S=f1 j=1 WjP Hj1
Again the

(4.21)
p1

node accounts for bias. The final output values are given as:
j+i

I

z
+i

(4.22)

SP
ii

where superscript (m) refers to the result after m'1 iteration step. The fitting parameters in
this neural model are, the value of J (the number of nodes in the hidden layer) and the
values of the weights W, and

Wj,.

Once J is chosen empirically, the model contains

[(I+1).J + (J+1)] fitting parameters that are determined by an iterative optimization
process using the set of N pairs of training data. The optimization procedure minimizes
the sum of the square of prediction errors. The fitting of the model using the training data
is known as the "learning phase

"

.

The resultant weights are applied to an independent

data set to test the generalization performance. The generalization step helps to avoid
over-fitting the model to the learning data set and to test the capability of the model to
predict outcomes corresponding to inputs observed in the training data set. Finally, the
performance of the network is validated using an independent (validation) data set. The
correlation (p) and determination (6) coefficients, defined below, were used as measures
of model prediction performances. It is preferable that they have values near to 1(one).
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1=1

(yca1c.

-

yexP.)2

(y exp. _VexP.)2

(4.24)

mean

j=1

4.5.

Algorithm implementation and discussion of results

In order to illustrate and demonstrate the computation proposed to estimate Keq using the
optimum power average method, the following practical considerations apply:
a.

The 2D layer comprising of 100x100 fine cells (the same layer used for constructing
the nonuniform grid) was considered for generating the training data set for the ANN.
This layer will be considered as the reservoir in this phase, and it was assumed
initially saturated with oil. The oil viscosity is assumed to be 1.0 cp and the formation
volumetric factor Bo is 1.0 rb/STB,

b. A drawdown test was simulated assuming skin to be zero and disregarding welibore
storage. The simulated well pressures were assumed to be bottom hole flowing
pressure.
c.

In order to simulate adrawdown test, the oil production rate was set constant at 300
BOPD. The pressure at the bottom of the well is monitored for duration of 50.4 hours
considering time reports unevenly spaced to capture early, middle and late time and
therefore appropriate to identify presence of boundaries.

d.

The well test solution is sufficiently accurate to give correct permeability to train the
model because was performed on the original fine grid. As atest, ahomogeneous
case of 400 mD was run for the entire permeability field, and the estimated effective
permeability from each well test matched the dummy case.
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e.

As an example with the actual permeability field, the semi-log plot of BHP versus
time of three different wells is shown in Figure 4.6. The straight line is an indicative
of the infinite-acting radial flow period. In the case shown, the equivalent
permeability

K(v)

is 164.5 mD. This well is located in a region of medium

permeability therefore the relatively medium value appears reasonably. Based on the
time when the deviation from the infinite acting flow period is observed, the drainage
volume V is estimated to comprise of 12x12x1fine cells. The second and third case
selected show an equivalent permeability K(v) of 1782 mD 242 mD respectively.
f.

For each well test, all possible shapes (from Figure 4.2) within the volume support
(e.g. area of 12x12 fine cells) are assumed to share the same effective permeability
KwellIestK(V).

A key step in the implementation of the ANN was to define the

dominant input variables. A series of tests were performed to identify the effect of
seven (7) input variables in the neural network performance.

The seven input

variables finally retained are shown in Figure 4.7. Additionally, the power average
exponent co (from Equation 4.9) that identifies that particular heterogeneity is
estimated.
g. A total of 196 drawdown tests are simulated changing only the well location. The
procedure outlined on step d) was applied for the entire set of well tests. The result is
atraining set of statistical heterogeneity measures indexed by the block shape and
size and the corresponding co calibrated from well test.
h.

This

training

set

is

used

to

calibrate

a relationship

between

the

block

shape/size/heterogeneity and co. In the prediction mode, given a block shape and
heterogeneity, the applicable Co is computed using the calibrated relationship..
i.

The training data was randomly divided into 135 learning set and the remaining were
classified as the generalization set. The results of the ANN calibration were verified
using the generalization set and showed agood coefficient of determination close to
0.87 (Figure 4.8). The calibrated relationship can therefore be used to compute co
corresponding to any coarse block for which the shape and statistical properties are
available.

The choice of input variables is important in order to achieve a high correlation of
determination. The results of power exponent predictions are plotted against those of the
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original values (Figure 4.8). Prediction using aneural network is likely to be improved by
increasing the amount of training data.
The subroutine training-power simulates atotal of 196 drawdown tests changing only the
well

location.

A

customized

program

integrating

Fortran

subroutines

(reading streamlines, training-power, nu-upscaler) and shell scripts, implementing the
different steps of the algorithm outlined above was developed. The software outputs are:
• File with definition of coarse cells
• File with equivalent porosity
• File with equivalent permeability using various methods (arithmetic, harmonic,
geometric and optimum power average).

In summary, the procedure described above includes important considerations such as
the use of multiple streamline simulations with different well combinations in order to
render the constructed non-uniform grid boundary condition/process independent. On a
large scale, the constructed non-uniform grid preserves the continuity of permeability
extremes and captures the transitions between high and low permeability regions. The
grid blocks are distributed optimally for capturing the main heterogeneities. On asmaller
scale, the estimation of effective permeability for the nonuniform coarse blocks using a
novel local power average based on anon-linear calibration procedure using an artificial
neural network allowed identifying the power exponent

Co

of aparticular 'coarse block of

agiven shape. The training set required in the calibration procedure was constructed by
simulating aseries of wells test, and retaining aset of coarse block statistics together with
the well test calibrated power exponent, a. In the prediction mode knowing the block
shape and heterogeneities characteristics, the appropriate co can be retrieved and the
effective permeability can be estimated. The methodology for upscaling constructs the
nonuniform grid for the most heterogeneous layer using aseries of templates in a2D
grid. For 3-D upscaling the coarse grid for the most heterogeneous layer is extended to
the remaining layers. In order to evaluate the impact of the imposition of the 2D grid in a
3D problem, the methodology was applied and tested on the analogue model for WOSPP.
The results obtained and their implications will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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1
0

Figure 4.1. Combination of injector-producer locations for streamline simulation.
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Figure 4.6 —Example of semi-log plots of BHP versus time of three different well tests.
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CHAPTER 5
TESTING THE NEW APPROACH TO UPSCALING
5.1

Introduction
The upscaling procedure presented and discussed in Chapter 4was tested initially,

on a 2D layer (10,000 cells) from the analogue model described and developed in
Chapter 3.

The procedure was subsequently applied on the entire 3D model (500,000

cells). The results are presented and discussed in this chapter. Uniform and nonuniform
coarse grids were considered in conjunction with different single phase upscaling
procedures for permeability. The resulting coarse permeability fields were 16 times
smaller than the original fine model, which is realistic in field modeling scenarios. No
upscaling in vertical direction was attempted. In all cases, 1c was set equal to k and k
was taken to be 0. 1kg.Initial oil and water saturations were specified to be uniform. In
order to study the effect of the type of coarse grid selected and the method used for
upscaling, uniform porosity was used in the 2D and 3D models. A waterflooding scenario
with three (3) injector wells and (6) producer wells, during aperiod of 14 years (5010
days) was simulated for all cases. Coarse and fine simulations were performed with
ECLIPSE 100 using the implicit adaptive solution option.
The 2D fine model grid (100x100 cells) was scaled up in two different ways: a
uniform 25x25 coarse grid, and anon-uniform coarsened grid comprising of the same
number of coarse cells (625 cells). The uniform coarse grid model was constructed using
Flowsirn, an upscaling application in GSLIB. Flowsim program calculates the effective
block permeabilities using traditional averaging methods (arithmetic, harmonic and
geometric averages) and aflow-based approach with no-side-flow boundary conditions.
The script "run-master" (Appendix B) was run to construct the nonuniform grid and
estimate the effective block permeabilities using the novel optimum power average. The
script integrates the different subprograms, created in this study, that implement the
methodology for upscaling described in Chapter 4. For comparison purposes, block
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properties corresponding to the non-uniform grid were also estimated using arithmetic,
harmonic and geometric averages.
Similarly, the 3D fine model was upscaled to auniform grid with 25x25x50 and a
nonuniform grid with 625x50 cells. The relatively high injection and production rates
coupled with low vertical permeability and small difference of density between oil and
water makes gravitational effects relatively small compared to viscous effects. In this
cases too, the uniform coarse grid model was constructed using Flowsiin, and the
nonuniform upscaled grid was obtained by running the script "run-master" (Appendix
B).
5.2

Flow simulation results

5.2.1

2D Model
The 2D model was selected corresponding to the most heterogeneous layer of the

3D analogue model. The dimensions of the model were the same as in the analogue
model developed in Chapter 3, 6000 meters long by 4000 meters wide. The fine scale
grid had 100 x 100 cells with uniform size for each grid cell. A uniform thickness of 26.2
feet (7.985 m) was assigned. The top depth was assumed at 5000 feet, with initial
pressure at this point of 3200 psia. Initially the model was saturated with oil and with
22% connate water. These fluids were assumed to be immiscible and slighly
compressible. The horizontal permeability distribution is shown in Figure 5.1. A single
set of relative permeability curves was assumed for the entire reservoir and is shown in
Figure 5.2. Capillary pressure was ignored in the simulation. Other initial properties of
the 2D fine model are shown in Table 5.1. Water was injected from three (3) injector
wells and dead oil was produced from six (6) wells. The injection rate was set to keep a
maximum injection pressure of 5000 psia and the producer wells were set at constant rate
as shown in Table 5.2. Some of the wells coincided with the location of stratigraphic
columns in order to conform to known locations with high pay.
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Table 5.1 Properties used in flow simulations
Value

Variable
riable

Field Units

SI units

0.17

0.17

1.0000 cp

1.0000 mPa.s

Pw

0.2998 cp

0.2998mPa.s

Po

53.024 lb/ft 3

828.5Kg/rn 3

Pw

63.024 lb/ft 3

984.75 Kg/m3

Cr

1.0531E-08

ew

2.9572E-06 psi -'

Bw

1.0178RB/STB

1.0178rn 3/m3

10000 RB/STB

1.0000 37
m

0.5 ft

0.1524rn

B0

-

rw

.

psi

l.527E-07 Kpa'

'

4.289E-07 Kpa'

Table 5.2 Well Condition specified in the simulations.

Name

Well
Constraint

iMi 15

5000.0 psia. BHP

Type
...........
.
Injector

iG135

5000.0 psia. BHP

Injector

iWELL-3

5000.0 psia. BHP

Injector
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5.2.2. 2D-model. Discussion of results
Figure 5.3 shows maps of the streamlines simulation results for two cases of well
locations and the map of probability of occurrence of streamlines estimated by the script
"Create-prob-sl" (appendix B). The map of probabilities reflects the most important
features such as transitions between high and low conductivity. Moreover it places more
importance to highly connected regions of the reservoir and most small-scale features
observed in the permeability field which has been removed since they are inconsequent
from the flow perspective. Figure 5.4 compares the original fine permeability map with
uniform and nonuniform grid corresponding to the same number of coarse blocks (625).
The method for constructing the nonuniform grid generates irregular grid in regions
far from the current well locations, in areas with transition from higher to lower
permeability. The streamline simulations with different scenarios capture other important
areas from flow perspective, useful in the case of future development plans on those
regions (Figure 5.4, [Bottom]). If the grid is constructed, based just on known well
locations, those areas not affected by the wells cannot be discretized optimally and hence
with addition of new wells, re-construction of the upsealed grid would have to be
considered.
Figure 5.5 shows water saturation maps corresponding to the fine grid, uniform coarse
grid and the nonuniform coarsened grid, all after five (5) years of water injection.
Apparently, the permeability heterogeneities and the water distribution observed in the
fine scale model have been well represented by both the uniform and nonuniform grid.
But in order to evaluate quantitatively the results, comparisons on the basis of field and
well performances are presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. For ease of comparison the
upscaled permeability values corresponding to both the uniform and nonuniform grid
have been calculated using arithmetic average.
There is aconsiderable mismatch between the fine grid and uniform grid results in
field scale as well as on aper well basis. The results displayed in Figure 5.6 shows
producer J141 with the greatest variation in the water cut response between the
arithmetic, flow based, geometric and harmonic average. The coarsened permeability
field corresponding to the flow based average yields the closest match to the fine scale
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response. On the other hand, producer Hi 14 shows less spread in predictions between
the different averages but the reproduction of the fine scale response is poor regardless of
the form of average used. For both wells the worst prediction was obtained using the
harmonic average, which significantly overestimates the water cut and consequently the
cumulative value of oil produced.
There is closer agreement between the nonuniform grid and fine simulation responses
as seen in Figure 5.7. At well scale there is a significant reduction in the spread of
predictions corresponding to different averages, implying that the main aspects of flow
have been captured by the nonuniform grid and the residual variation due to the form of
averaging is only minimal. Again, the harmonic average clearly exaggerates reservoir
heterogeneity resulting in early breakthrough time, but that effect has been reduced
because of the underlying nonuniform grid. The optimum power average method gives
very good results for field scale and individual well performance predictions.
Additionally, to account for the impact of local grid refinement (LGR) around wells,
upscaling using uniform grid with LGR was considered. Specifically, the local grid
refinement in the 2D problem was obtained by keeping the fine grid around each well (an
area corresponding to 4x4 fine cells). This implied that the fine grid was upscaled to a
uniform grid with 760 cells, 616 coarse blocks of 4x4 fine cells and 144 fine cells
corresponding to the local grid refinement. An equivalent nonuniform grid with 760
coarse blocks was constructed using the same procedure outlined in the previous
example. The upscaled grids have similar fine grid around wells, so that local
discretization errors around the wells are the same for both cases. The grids obtained are
shown on Figure 5.8.
Simulation results for uniform grid with LGR and the nonuniform grid both with a
total of 760 blocks with the same conditions used in the previous case are shown in
Figure 5.9. Local grid refinement improved the reproduction of the fine grid result using
uniform upscaling. However it still estimated lower recovery and lower water cut. The
nonuniform grid now with more coarse blocks performs better by estimating arecovery
and water cut closer to the fine simulation. In problems with high number of wells, local
grid refinement will increase drastically the final number of cells. The nonuniform
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gridding procedure distributes in an optimum way the coarse blocks, conditioned to high
and low connectivity paths as well as well locations.
The results show that for viscous dominated flow, non-uniform coarsened grids were
superior in performance to uniform coarsened grids. Even when effective properties of
the uniformly coarsened blocks were estimated using aflow-based upscaling technique
(NFBC), the predictions performance was poorer than for agrid with block properties
estimated using arithmetic/harmonic averages. The optimum power average upscaling
with nonuniform grid is the best overall method for this 2D example. Nonuniform
gridding results in better reproduction of the field cumulative oil production and well
water cut and breakthrough time behavior. These results are consistent with previous
studies by Durlofsky (1997) and Li et al (1995). Furthermore, differences between results
corresponding to arithmetic and harmonic averages for block properties are reduced by
implementing an appropriate nonuniform coarsened grid.
5.2.3. 3D Model.
The stratigraphically transformed model of the 3D analogue was used for testing the
upscaling algorithm in 3D. The model dimension is 6000 x4000 x40 (m) and has 100 x
100 x 50 cells (500,000 cells). The horizontal permeability distribution is shown in
Figure 5.10. Similar conditions to those used in the 2D model were considered (fluid
properties, well constraints, relative permeability curves etc). The fine scale model was
upscaled to 25x25x50 cells using auniform grid as well as the nonuniform gridding. The
nonuniform grid was obtained by copying the grid of the most heterogeneous layer to all
the other layers of the model.
5.2.4. 3D Model. Discussion of results.
Flow simulation results for the 3-D models are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The
results indicate that for some wells like that shown in Figure 5.11, significant
improvement in prediction can be achieved by utilizing the nonuniform coarse grid with
power average. However some other wells, such as the one in Figure 5.12 do not show
the same level of improvement due to the nonuniform grid. This result may be attributed
to the crucial assumption made for developing the 3-D upscaled model that the grid
obtained for the most heterogeneous layer is optimal for all the remaining layers. This
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assumption results in agrid that is sub-optimal for representing flow in 3D especially in
the presence of geological objects that undulate vertically (such as the estuarine channel
in this case). Therefore an extension of the proposed approach to include threedimensional coarse blocks of varying size and shape is necessary.
It is also anticipated that the performance of the nonuniform grid obtained by directly
extending the grid for the most heterogeneous layer to all other layers would deteriorate
significantly when strong gravity effects prevails.
It is important to mention that for models with alarge number of wells, the upscaled
models can lose accuracy as the grid is coarsened. In those cases, very few grid blocks
separate wells, resulting in degradation in accuracy, situation more accentuated in
uniform grids.
Coarse scale results, particularly individual well matching, can be improved through
the use of local grid refinement and specialized scale up in well blocks, (Ding, 1995, and
Durlfosky, 1999). The methods involve the estimation of upscaled transmissibilities and
well productivity indices, computed from well-driven flow on the fine scale.
It can be argued that the use of anonuniform grid can exaggerate the numerical
dispersion effect due to wide variation in block size. To qualitatively analyze the
numerical dispersion effect on the type of grid the nonuniform coarsened grid with
homogeneous permeability was used to simulate the same waterflooding scenario.

The

results were compared against those obtained for a uniform grid. The differences
encountered were insignificant, confirming that minimal numerical errors are introduced
by the proposed procedure.
5.2.5.
An

Computation time.

important

aspect

determining

the

feasibility

of an upscaling

methodology

implementation is the computation time required for estimating the equivalent block
properties and the simulation time saved using the coarsened grid in comparison to the
fine simulation. Figure 5.13 compares the simulation time corresponding to the uniform
and nonuniform coarsened grid for both 2D and 3D model. The difference between the
simulation time of the uniform and nonuniform grid is an artifact of the manner in which
the simulator treats the nonuniform grid. The initialization and reports generation during
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the simulation considers all the cells in the fine model. However the matrix computations
are done using the active cells corresponding to the final number of coarsened blocks.
The time required for simulating flow on anonuniform grid constitutes just 2.75% of the
simulation time spent in the fine model. Figure 5.14 presents the time required to execute
the different subprograms that constitute the nonuniform upscaling procedure. The time
required for this pre-processing step is still reasonable and added to the simulation time
represents 12% of the fine simulation time for the 3D case. The potential improvement in
prediction accuracy justifies the use of a nonuniform grid. The time reported here
correspond to simulations performed using aUNIX-based IBM terminal with 4GB RAM,
and ahard disk capacity of 128GB.
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.00low

Figure 5.3— [Top] Example of streamlines obtained for one producer and injector in
opposite corners. [Middle]. Well locations have been moved, showing the change in the
streamlines location. [Bottom] Map of probability of streamlines obtained after
streamline simulations corresponding to eleven scenarios.
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Figure 5.5 Water saturation profiles after 5years of water injection for the fine [Top],
uniform [middle] and the non-uniform upscaled grid [bottom]. Darker areas correspond
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Exhaustive studies of analogue outcrops provide detailed and valuable information of
the geometry and texture of sedimentary bodies and their internal heterogeneities.
Outcrops provide excellent conditions for identifying sedimentary units over large areas
leading to a better understanding of reservoir architecture. Since unbiased statistical
analyses to quantify reliable spatial patterns of heterogeneity are difficult or impossible to
perform based on just subsurface data, the availability of detailed analogue information
can be used to improve modeling process of reservoirs.
Detailed geometry, lithofacies, permeability and porosity data from outcrops
pertaining to Writing—on-Stone Provincial Park (WOSPP) were integrated to construct a
3D analog model of aestuary-shoreface depositional environment. Nine lithofacies were
grouped into three main genetic units identifying three sub-depositional environments,
middle shoreface, upper shoreface and estuarine channels.
The boundaries of these different sedimentological units were modeled using
surfaces, which define the large-scale connectivity. The correct definitions of surfaces
provided better control on the distribution of petrophysical properties such as
permeability and porosity. Internally, within each genetic unit an effort was made to
follow grain and facies trends and honor local features such as cementation bands. For
surfaces modeling, stochastic simulation, specifically sequential Gaussian simulation,
was selected in order to reproduce the spatial pattern of variation of flow units.
The horizontal permeability was modeled first on agenetic unit basis before vertical
permeability and porosity because there was more horizontal permeability data. The 3D
models of porosity and vertical permeability were constrained to the horizontal
permeability, genetic-units and stratigraphic framework already established.
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Although the methodology for constructing the 3D analog is aspecific example of a
estuary-shoreface depositional system, the same procedure can be applied to outcrops
corresponding to other depositional environments.
While it is impossible to build an exact deterministic model for the depositional
system based on a set of outcrops exposures and information along a few wells, the
uncertainty in representing such analogue can be considerable minimized by injecting as
much control into the model building process as possible. In the current research, such
control was introduced by verifying at each step of model construction if cross-sections
along different directions conformed to expert geological interpretation.

Corrected

cross-sections in those directions were introduced as additional conditioning information
for the next step of modeling. The resultant model is consequently the closest possible to
adeterministic rendering of the WOSPP depositional model.
The WOSPP analogue contains valuable stratigraphic information about spatial
continuity, typical to the estuary-shoreface depositional environment that can not be fully
captured using conventional two-point statistics or semivariogram. Therefore, the 3D
digital analog developed constitutes avaluable training data set that can be used to apply
pattern recognition techniques such as Multiple Point Statistics (Caers et al, 2000,
Strebelle et al, 2001). Such multiple point simulation techniques have shown promising
results capturing complex geological features such as channels while simultaneously
conditioning to other information such as seismic and productions data.
The construction of adigital representation of an outcrop such as presented in this
study allows one to identify weakness and areas of improvement for data collection and
allows geologists to define better sampling strategies to be implemented in future outcrop
studies. The worth of additional information such as ground penetrating radar or similar
techniques to create data-rich three-dimensional image of reservoir geometry and
properties can be assessed.
A new methodology for upscaling highly detailed geostatistical models was also
developed. The approach is based on nonuniform gridding of the reservoir and estimation
of effective permeability for the nonuniform coarse blocks using a novel local power
average. The methodology was applied and tested on the analogue model for WOSPP.
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Multiple streamline simulations with a combination of injector/producer locations
were performed to detect regions of the reservoir most relevant from aflow perspective.
The well combinations help to render the nonuniform grid boundary conditions
independent. The results of the streamline flow simulation were used to estimate the
probability

that

a fine

cell

is

intersected by

a streamline

over the

selected

injector/producer scenarios. The nonuniform grid was constructed by aggregating fine
cells such that the variance of probability within each coarse block is minimized
following anumerical procedure using the most heterogeneous layer. In the case of 3-D
models, the grid obtained for the most heterogeneous layer was applied to all other layers.
A non-linear calibration procedure using an artificial neural network allowed
identifying the power exponent co of a particular coarse block of a given shape,
characterised by some statistical measures of heterogeneity. The calibration procedure
employed atraining set constructed by simulating aseries of wells test and retaining aset
of coarse block statistics together with the well test calibrated power exponent co.
The calibration yields afunctional relationship between heterogeneity characteristics
of the coarse block and the corresponding value of co. In the prediction mode knowing
the block shape and heterogeneities characteristics the appropriated co can be retrieved.
This procedure is unique since it yields alocal co that varies from one location to the next
in the reservoir and this can thus be used to calculate the block effective properties.
A customized program integrating Fortran subroutines and shell scripts, implementing
the different steps of the algorithm was developed. The software outputs files that are
ready to be used in acommercial simulator.
The proposed nonuniform gridding approach preserves the continuity of the
permeability extremes. This results in better reproduction of the flow behavior of the
reservoir and better predictions for key characteristics such as breakthrough time.
Although, there is an initial cost associated with generating the map of probabilities and
quantifying the influence of different reservoir regions on flow, the overall cost and
accuracy of flow simulation and performance prediction is significantly improved. The
non-uniform coarsened grid is boundary conditions independent and can be used to
simulate flow corresponding to arbitrary well configurations.
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For the conditions of ahighly heterogeneous system and for incompressible, viscous
dominated flow non-uniform coarsened grids with local power average are superior in
performance to uniform coarsened grids. This result is true even when the effective
properties of the uniformly coarsened blocks are estimated using aflow-based upscaling
technique,

while

the

nonuniform

block

properties

were

estimated

using

arithmetic/harmonic averages. An important conclusion of this thesis is that capturing the
transitions between high and low permeability regions accurately using optimal sized grid
blocks is most important for capturing the flow characteristics of heterogeneous systems.
Other factors such as selection of optimum averaging schemes such as arithmetic,
harmonic averages are only of secondary importance.
Although several important aspects of upscaling for flow simulation were discussed
in this thesis, some important issues warrant further research. The methodology for nonuniform upscaling has been demonstrated for a single layer case, corresponding to
viscous-dominated flow conditions. In multi-layered reservoirs and gravity dominated
flow conditions, the assumption that the non-uniform coarsened grid corresponding to the
layer with the maximum variance applies to all layers is not always valid. A refinement to
the grid coarsening approach considering avariety of 3-D templates is necessary.
Another important issue that warrants further research is the evaluation of the
transportability of features observed in analogue reservoir models. Assessing the patterns
that are intrinsic to a depositional environment and modeling such patterns using
geographical characteristics such as proximity to the shore and distance to sediment
source, as well as the impact of the effects of subsurface burial are critical aspects that
require significant research efforts.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix includes aCD with the following information:
A.I. WOSPP Input data.
Horizontal Permeability and Vertical permeability
Porosity data
Cross-sections
A.2. WOSPP GoCad project.
Contains the following objects:
Objects as point sets:
Stratigraphic columns
Wells
Contours maps
Cross-sections
Additional control points
Objects as surfaces:
Bottom of middle shoreface
Top of middle shoreface
Top of upper shoreface
Top of estuarine channel
Objects as grids
WOSPP
WOSPP

-

-

Stratigraphic grid
Cartesian grid

Properties within each grid
Horizontal permeability field
Vertical permeability field
Porosity field
A.3. Programs
Contains sub-programs and shell scripts presented in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX B
B.I. PERFORMING STREAMLINE SIMULATION
B.1.1.

Sub-program "reading_streamlines.f'

B.1.2.

Include File "reading_streamlines.fi"

B.1.3.

Shell "Create-prob-sl"

B.1.4.

Example of astreamline simulation input file

B.2. CONSTRUCTING THE TRAINING DATA SET FOR NEURAL NETWORK
B.2. 1.

Shell "run-training"

B.2.2.

Recurrent file "top"

B.2.3.

Recurrent file "bottom"

B.2.4.

Sub-program "findkeff.f'

B.2.5.

Sub-program "findomega.f'

B.2.6.

Shell "run-master"

B.3. CONSTRUCTING THE NONUNIFORM GRID
B.3.1.

Parameter file, example

B.3.2.

Sub-program "nu_upscaler.f"
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B.I. PERFORMING STREAMLINE SIMULATION
B.1.1.

Sub-program "reading_streamlines.!"

Program reading_streamlines
c

c Estimate probability of occurrence of streamlines considering the output
c files generated by 3DSL simulator. The file 'reading_streamlines.fi' contains
c variables declaration
c
include 'reading_streamlines.fit
CHARACTER st
ri
ng l*80, new_
name *11
INTEGER block
REAL acum
cEstablish the number and size of the super blocks:
nxf=100
nyf= 100
nzf=1
nfiles=1 1
xsize=60.O
ysize40.O
cassigning names to files:
filename in( 1) ='3 dsl-2D-tracer-0 1.slct
filename_tof( 1)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-O 1.tof
filename out(1)='3ds10 1.out'
filename in(2) '3 dsl-2D-tracer-02.slc'
filename tof(2)'3 dsl-2D-tracer-02.tof
filename_out(2)='3 ds102.outt
filename—in(3) ='3ds1-2D-tracer-03 .slc'
filename tof(3)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-03 .tof
filename_out(3)='3 dsl 03 .out'
filename in(4) =3 dsl-2D-tracer-04.slc'
filename tof(4)'3 dsl-2D-tracer-04.tof
filename out(4)='3 ds104.out'
filename in(5) ='3dsl-2D-tracer-05.slct
filename tof(5)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-05 .tof
filename out(5)='3ds1 05 .out'
filename in(6) =3 dsl-2D-tracer-06.slc'
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename

tof(6)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-06.tof
out(6)='3 ds106.out'
in(7)
dsl-2D-tracer-07.slc'
tof(7)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-07.tof
out(7)='3 ds107.outt
in(8) ='3dsl-2D-tracer-08.slc'
tof(8)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-08 .tof
out(8)='3 dsl 08 .outt
=13
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filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename

in(9) ='3ds1-2D-tracer-09.slc'
tof(9)='3 dsl-2D-tracer-09 .tof
out(9)='3 ds109.out'
in(10) ='3ds1-2D-tracer- 10.slc'
tof(1O)='3ds1-2D-tracer-10.tof
out( 1O)='3 dsll0.out'
in(11) ='3ds1-2D-tracer-11.slc'
tof( 11)='3 dsl-2D-tracer- 11.tof

c
Defining
filename
Lout'
locations
out(1of
1)='3dsll
wells (11 cases)
xinj(1)=1;
xinj(2)=1;
xinj(3)=1;
xinj(4)=50;
xinj(5)=100;
xinj(6)= 100;
xinj(7)=100;
xinj(8)=50;
xinj(9)=25;
xinj(10)=75;
xinj(11)=50;

yinj(1)=1
yinj(2)50
yinj(3)=100
yinj(4)=100
yinj(5)100
yinj(6)=50
yinj(7)1
yinj(8)=1
yinj(9)=50
yinj(10)=50
yinj(11)=25

do i=1,11
xinj (i)=xinj (i) *xsjze
yinj (i)=yinj (i)*ysi ze
end do
write(*, *)'assigning names'
cReading permeability file
open(3 1,file='sgsim-Kh-mix-fu-2D.dat' ,status='OLD')
read(3 1,*)
i=1
read(31,*,end=4) perm
K(i)perm
i=i+1
goto 1
4
ndata=i-1
n=1
doj=1,nyf;do i=1,nxf
xc (
n)=i* xs i
ze
yc(n)=j *ysi ze
n--n+1
end do ;end do
cReading input files
do j=1,nfiles
open(lin,file=filename_in(j),status'OLD')
open(lout,file=filename_out(j),status='unknown')
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10

40

open(loutl,file='prob_sl.dat',status='unknown')
i=1
read(lin,FMT='(A)',end=40) string 1
if (VBRIFY(string 1,'%)') .gt. 1)then
class(i)=1
else
class(i)=0
end if
i=i+1
goto 10
nrowsi-1
close(lin) ;write(*, *)'Reading file ',filename—in(j)
open(lin,file=filename_in(j),status='OLD')
i=1; n=1
do while (n.le.nrows)
if (class(n).eq.0) then
read(lin,*) x,y,z,block,TOF,DRT
X_COORD(i)=x ;Y_COORD(i)=y; Z_COORD(i)=z
BLKINDEX(i)=block; i=i+1
else
read(lin,*)

end if
n- n+ 1
end do
ndata=i- 1
write(*, *)'creating output file ',filenameout(j)
cEstimating probability for one realization, and 11 simulated cases
cusing streamlines simulation. Just considering 1or 0for each case.
write(*,*) 'Estimating Probabilities'
do i=1,nxfnyfnzf
acum-O
do n=1, ndata
if (i.eq.BLK_INDEX(n)) then
acum= 1.0+acum
else
acum = 0.0 + acum
end if
end do
if (acum.gt.0) then
cellprobsl(i) = 1.0 + cellprob_sl(i)
else
cellprobsl(i) = 0.0 + cellprob_sl(i)
end if
end do
cCreating output file
wr it e(l ou t,*) 'streamlines values ',filename_out(j)
wr ite(lout,*) '4'; write(lout,*) 'X (m)' ;wr it e(l out,*) 'Y (m)'
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wr it e(l out,*)

+

'Z (m)';

write(lout,*)

'Block Index',ndata

if (ndata.gt.20000) then
ndata=20000
end if
do n=1,ndata,2 !to change for areal number after compiling
write(lout," (3F9 .2,18)") X_COORD(n),Y_COORD(n),Z_COORD(n)
,BLK1NDEX(n)
end do
close(lin) ;close(lout)
end do
close(lin) ;close(lout)

creading TOF files and estimating the correction factor
do j=1,nfiles
open(linl,file=filename_tof(j),status='OLD')
i=1
100
read(lin 1,FMT'(A)',end400) stringi
if (VERIFY(stringl,'%)').gt. 1)then
class(i)=1
else
class(i)=0
end if
i=i+1
goto 100
400
nrows=i-1
close(linl)
write(*, *)'Reading file ',filename_tof(j)
open(linl,file=filename_tof(j),status='OLD')
i=1
n=1
do while (n.le.nrows)
if (class(n).eq.0) then
rea d(li n l,*) TOF,DRT
TOFC(i)=TOF; DRTC(i)DRT
dist(i)=((xc(i)-xinj (j))* *2 +(yc(i)-yinj (j))* *2 )* *.5
avg(i)=K(i) *dist(i)/TOFC(i) + avg(i)
i=i+1
else

rea d(li n l,*)

end if
n--n+1
end do
ndata=i- 1
end do
avgmax=0.0
do i=1, ndata
avg(i)=avg(i)/ nfiles
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if (avg(i).gt.avgmax) then
avgmax=avg(i)
end if
end do
do i=1, ndata
avg(i)=avg(i)/ avgmax
end do
cEstimating probability for one realization, and 9simulated cases
cusing streamlines simulation. Just considering 1or 0for each case.
do i=1,nxfnyfnzf
cell.
_probsl(i) = cell_prob_sl(i)/nfiles
end do
cCreating output file of probabilities
wr it e(l ou tl,*) 'Probabilities of streamlines'
write(loutl,*) '3' ;write(loutl,*) 'Probability'
wr ite(lo utl,*) 'K D/TOF' ;
wr ite(lo utl,*) 'K D/TOF * PROBABILITY'
rite(*,*) 'Writing Probability file
do i=1,nxfnyfnzf
write(loutl,"(3F20. 6)") cell_prob_sl(i),avg(i),
+
cell_prob_sl(i) *ayg(i)
end do
close(louti)
C
Finished:
write(*, *)'Successful program !!!
END
w

B.1.2.

Include File" reading_streamlines.fi"

c

c Reading streamlines 3-D Data
c MAXDAT maximum number of data points
c MAXX, MAXY, MAXZ maximum number of variables N X,Y, and Z
c
cUser Adjustable Parameters:
parameter(MAXDAT = 100000, MAXX 100, MAXY 100, MAXZ 100,
+
MAXPILES = 50)
cFixed Parameters:
cVariable Declaration:
re al* 8 X_COORD(MAXDAT),Y_COORD(MAXDAT),Z_COORD(MAXDAT),
+
TOF,DRT,cellprobsl(MAXDAT),K(MAXDAT),TOFC(MAXDAT),
+
DRTC(MAXDAT),avg(MAXDAT),dist(MAXDAT),xinj (15),yinj (15),
+
xc(MAXDAT),yc(MAXDAT)
data
linll/,linl/2/, lout/i i/,louti/12/
integer n,nxf,nyf,nzf,class(MAXDAT),BLK_INDEX(MAXDAT),
+
nfilein(MAXFILES),nfileout(MAXFILES)
character filename_in*22(MAXFILES),filename_out* 11(MAXFILES),
+
filename tof22(MAXFILES)
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cCommon Blocks:
common /datacells/ X_COORD,Y_COORD,xc,yc,
+
ZCOORD,TOF,DRT,cellprobsl,K,TOFC,DRTC,avg,dist, xinj ,yinj
common /datablocks/n,nxf,nyf,nzf,class,BLK INDEX,
+
filenamein,filenameout,nfileout,nfilein
B.1.3.
c

Shell "Create-prob-si"

This shell runs eleven times astreamline simulator.
/usr/local/streamsiml3dsl-aix<<BND
3ds1-2D-tracer-O 1.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<BND
3dsl-2D-tracer-02.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3ds1-2D-tracer-03 .dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-tracer-04.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsim/3 dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-tracer-05 .dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-tracer-06.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-traeer-07.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-tracer-08 .dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3dsl-2D-tracer-09 .dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3ds1-2D-tracer- lO.dat
END
/usr/local/streamsiml3 dsl-aix<<END
3ds1-2D-tracer-11. dat
END
rin *.am g*. rv s*. m bs *. sys *.NJEc1 *.pRoDul
1111 *. wcc *zne
reading_streamlines<<END
*.tof

mi *out
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B.1.4.

Example of astreamline simulation input file (3ds1-2D-tracer-01.dat)

RUNOPTIONS
UNITS=FIELD
MODEL=TRACER

!Begins the RUNOPTIONS section.
!Set the default units to METRIC
!This will be ablackoil (live oil) run
Stamp output files with this title
TITLE="3DSL RUN OF WOSPP 100x100x1 uncompressible, SLICE at 17th layer. CASE 1"
END RUNOPTIONS
!Ends the RUNOPTIONS section
--

The GRID section contains info to build the static grid. Required.

GRID
!Set the Cartesian Dimensions of the problem
NX=100
NY=100
NZ=1
All grid data is read assuming xcycle fastest, then y, and then z.
x,y obey aleft-hand rule, and zincreases downward (see diagram)
POROSITY
0.17 /
!Read Porosity from external file
INCLUDE='sgsim-Kh-mix-fu-2D.dat'
!Read x-permeability from external file
PERMY=PERMX
!Copy x-permeability to y&z permeability
PERMZ=0. 1*PERMX
Set the z-permeability to atenth of the x-permeability
!Use the INCLUDE keyword to read data from external
!files, or the repeat character *
!x-gridblock size
DXV
196.8503/
!y-gridblock size
DYV
131.2335/
!z-gridblock size
DZV
2.62/
TOPS
1000.0/
!Reference pressure is defaulted to the initial average
END GRID
--

--

'

PVT
BAVG
1.0 0.64 1.0/
SCDENSITIES UNITS=F
58.024 0.070 63.024 /
CVISCOSITIES
1.0 0.0170 0.2998 /

'

Standard condition densities of oil,gas, and water
!specified in FIELD units.
Since no water table has been specified, the viscosity
!must be specfied using the CVISCOSITIES (constant visco!sities) keyword. The oil and gas viscosities from this
!keyword are ignored, since oil and gas tables have been
entered. Use this keyword when running incompressible
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!problems.
END PVT
RELPERMS
END RELPERMS
--

The INITIALCOND section contains data to specify the initial conditions of the reservoir.

INITIALCOND
DATUMPRESSURE=3 600

!Set the inital pressure to be 3600 psi.
Since nothing else is specified, the pressure
END INITIALCOND
!is applied to the top of the reservoir, the
The OUTPUT section contains data to control output of grid-type data.
--

OUTPUT
!No griddata is outputted (i.e. pressure, saturations, etc),
-GOCAD
-SAT=-1
SLI'NES=-1 SLFREQ=10
TOF=- 1
-WPv
-WAF
END OUTPUT
--

--

The RECURRENT section contains all the data pertaining to the definition
of wells and the recurrent data (TIME). The WELLS

RECURRENT
WELLS
NAMB=1NJEC1
NAMEPRODU1
TUNING3D
DPVMAX=1.0
END
TIJNING1D
CFL=1.0
END
TIME=0
NAME=INJEC1
NAME=PRODU1
TIME=1000
END
END

TYPE= IDIR=Z 1= 1
TYPE= PDIR=Z I= 100

STRAT=10000 ZWAT=1
BHP=500

1= 1 K=1-1 DIA= 0.5 COMP= 1SKIN= 0
J= 100 K=1-1 DIA= 0.5 COMP= 1SKIN= 0/
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B.2. CONSTRUCTING THE TRAINING DATA SET FOR NEURAL NETWORK
B.2.1.

Shell "run-training"

rm EFF.DAT
set ibeg= 1
set inc = 1
set nxx = 14
set 11yy = 14
set istart = 4
set iinc = 7
@iyy=$ibeg
while ($iyy <= $nyy)
@ixx=$ibeg
while ($ixx <= $nxx)
ixcord = $istart + ($ixx
@ iycord = $istart + ($iyy
cat<<END>bottom$$

-

-

$ibeg)
$ibeg)

* $iinc
* $iinc

SCHEDULE
WELSPECS
tP1' 'P' 1 1 -1 'OIL' I
/
COMPDAT
--12345
678
9
'P1' $ixcord $iycord 1 1'OPEN' 1* 1* 0.375 I
/
Unbalanced production
WCONPROD
--1
2 3456789
'P1' 'OPEN' 'ORAT' 300.0 4* 100. /
--

I
TUNING
0.001 1.0 /
I
30180/
TSTEP
20*0.03 10*0.05 10*0.1 /
END
END
cat top bottom$$ > NEW.DATA
@eclipse <<END
NEW
ssriniva
f
END
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rm bottom$$
find-keff
@ ii = ($iyy $inc )* $nxx + $ixx
my NBW.RSM WELL$ii.RSM
cat EFF.DAT eff.dat> tst
my tst EFF.DAT
@ ixx = $ixx + $inc
end
@ iyy = $iyy + $inc
end
rm NEW.
-

B.2.2.

Recurrent file "top"

c*********************NEW RUNSPEC SECTION**********************
RUNSPEC
TITLE
WELL TEST CASE wospp Slice:
DIMENS
100100 1/
NONNC
OIL
FIELD
EQLDIMS
1 100 10 1 1/
TABDIMS
1 1 20 20 1 1/
WBLLDIMS
5 20 1 2/
NUPCOL
3/
START
1tJAN' 2001 /
NSTACK
60/
NIFOUT
FMTOUT
-

GRID
NOGGF
DX
10000*196.85/
DY
10000*131.23/
DZ
10000*32.2804/
BOX
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1100 1100 11/
TOPS
10000*1500.0/
ENDBOX
PORO
10000*0.17/

--

--

Include an anisotropic permeability field
for PERMX

INCLUDE
'sgsim-Kh-mix-fu-2D-ecLdat'
--PERMX
10000*400.0I
COPY
PERMX PERMY /
/
COPY
PERMX PERMZ /
I
MULTIPLY
PBRMZ 0.1/
/
PROPS
PVDO
1000.0 1.0001 1.0
1600.0 0.9999 1.0/
ROCK
1500.0 2.55D-5 /
DENSITY
--oil water gas lb/ft3
49.94 62.48 26.74/
SOLUTION
EQUIL
--123456
7
8
9
datum, p@datum, owc owcp ogc ogcp
1500 1500 1* 1* 1 0.0/
SUMMARY
--

RUNSUM
SEPARATE
FOPT
WOPR
'P1'
I
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WBHP
'P1'
I
RPTSMRY
1/
B.2.3.

Recurrent file "bottom"

SCHEDULE
WELSPECS
'P1' 'P' 1 1 -1 'OIL' I
/
COMPDAT
--12345
678
9
'P1' 441 1'OPEN' 1*1* 0.375/
/
Unbalanced production
WCONPROD
--1
2 3456789
'P1' 'OPEN' 'ORAT' 300.0 4* 100. /
/
TUNING
0.001 1.0 /
/
30180/
TSTEP
20*0.03 10*0.05 10*0.1 /
--

END

13.2.4.

Sub-program "findkeff.f"

program findkeff
c
c
c
c

This program find the effective permeability given the input data of awell test (drawdown)
pressure vs time
character f
name *40,fname 2*40
real p(100),t(100),dp(100),th(100),bs(100)
real sig(100),a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q
real pest(100),diff(100),bms(100),pb(100),tb(100)
real phi,mu,ct,tradial,ri,rboundary,qo,Pi,mss,rinv
integer rx,ry,rbx,rby,rinvx,rinvy
phi=0.17; mu=1.0 ; ct=2.55E-5;
qo=300.0
rw =0.375; Pi =1505.6; h =32.2804 ;Bo =1.0
dx =196.85; dy=131.23;
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c

5

10
c

c

c

c
c
c

Reading Files
open(3 ,file='NEW.RSM',status=told')
open(7,fi1e='press.dat',status='unluiown')
open(9,file='eff.dat',status='unknown')
do i=1,9 ;rea d(3,*) ;end do
icnt= 0;ii = 0; jj = 0
rea d(3,*, en d=10) time,a,b,c,pres
write(7,*) time*24.,pres
icnt = icnt + 1
if(icnt.ge.2.and.icnt.le.50) then
ii =ii+1
p(ii)= pres; t(ii)= l
og (ti me *24.)/l og(10.)
endif
if(icnt.ge.5 .and.icnt.le.50) then
jj =:jj+1
dp(jj)= Pi-pres; th(jj)= ti m e*24.
endif
go to 5
tmax =time*24.
Infinity Acting solution
call fit(t,p, 11,sig,0,a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q)
bperm = 162.6*qo/hlabs(b)
rinv = (bperm*tmaxl(948 .0*phi*mu*ct))* *0.5

!permeability
!radius of investigation

rinvx = ANrNT(rinv/dx-O.5), rinvy = ANrNT(rinv/dy-O.5)
Estimating the boundary, finding the different slopes
bmean=O.
do nb=5,icnt-4
iininb-3; iend=nb+3
j=1
do i=iini,iend
tb(j)=t(i); pb(j)=p(i); j=j+1
end do
call fit(tb,pb,7,sig,0,a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q)
bms(nb)b
end do
find the inflexion point
bmax- 100.0
do nb=5,icnt-4
if (bms(nb).gt.bmax) then
bmax=bms(nb) ;nbmax=nb
end if
end do
write(9,*) 'bmax, nbmax =
write(9,'(f9.5,I4)') bmax,nbmax
find the max representative volume
tbound= 10* *(t(nbm ax))
rb =((bp erm *tboun d)/(948 .0*phi*mu*ct))* *05
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rbx= ANINT(rb/dx-O.5); rby= ANINT(rb!dy-O.5)
writing the output
write(9, 12) bperm,rinvx,rinvy,rbx,rby
12
format(flO.2,418)
close(3) ;close(7) ;close(9)
stop
end

c

c

C

subroutines

C

SUBROUTINE fit(x,y,ndata,sig,mwt,a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q)
INTEGER mwt,ndata
REAL a,b,chi2,q,siga,sigb,sig(*),x(*),y(*)
CU USES gammq
INTEGER I
REAL sigdat,ss,st2,sx,sxoss,sy,t,wt,gammq
sx=O. ; sy=O.; st2=O.; b=O.
if(mwt.ne.0) then
ss=O.
do 11 i=1,ndata
wt= 1./(sig(i) **2)
ss=ss+wt
sx=sx+x(i)*wt; sy=sy+y(i)*wt
11
continue
else
do 12 i=1,ndata
sx=sx+x(i); sy=sy+y(i)
12
continue
ss=float(ndata)
endif
sxoss=sx/ss
if(mwt.ne.0) then
do 13 i=1,ndata
t=(x(i)-sxoss)Isig(i)
5t2=5t2+t*t
b=b+t*y(i)/sig(i)
13

continue
else
do 14 i=1,ndata
t=x(i)-sxoss
5t2=5t2+t*t
b=b+t*y(i)
14
continue
endif
b=b/st2
a=( sy_ sx *b)I ss
siga=sqrt((1.+sx*sx!(ss*5t2))/ss)
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sigb=sqrt( l.Ist2)
chi2=O.
if(mwt.eq.0) then
do 15 i=1,ndata
chi2=chi2+(y(i)ab*x(i))* *2
15

continue
q-l.
sigdat=sqrt(chi2/(ndata-2))
siga=siga*sigdat
sigb=sigb*sigdat

else
do 16 i= 1,ndata
chi2=chi2+((y(i)_a_b*x(i))/sig(i))* *2
16
continue
q=gammq(O. 5*(ndata.2),O.5 *chi2)
endif
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software o5'5=']1.
FUNCTION gammq(a,x)
REAL a,gammq,x
CU USES gcf,gser
REAL gamrncf,gamser,gln
if(x.lt.O. .or.a.le.O.)pause 'bad arguments in gammqt
if(x.lt.a+1.)then
call gser(gamser,a,x,gln)
gammq=1.-gamser
else
call gcf(gammcf,a,x,gln)
gammq=gammcf
endif
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software o5'5=']1.
SUBROUTINE gser(gamser,a,x,gln)
INTEGER ITMAX
REAL a,gamser,gln,x,EPS
PARAMETER (ITMAX=100,EPS=3 .e-7)
CU USES gammin
INTEGER n
REAL ap,del,sum,gammln
gln=gammln(a)
if(x.le.O.)then
if(x.lt.O.)pause tx < 0in gser'
gamser=0.
return
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endif
ap=a
sum= 1./a
del=sum
do 11 n=1,ITMAX
ap=ap+1.
del=del* x/ap
sum=sum+del
if(abs(del).lt.abs(sum)*EPS)goto 1
11

continue
pause 'a too large, ITMAX too small in gser'
gamser=sum*exp(x+a*log(x)g1n)
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software o5'5']1.
SUBROUTINE gcf(gammcf,a,x,gln)
INTEGER ITMAX
REAL a,gammcf,gln,x,EPS,FPMIN
PARAMETER (ITMAX= 100,EPS=3 .e-7,FPMIN= 1.e-3 0)
CU USES gammln
INTEGER i
REAL an,b,c,d,del,h,ganimln
gln=gammln(a)
b=x+1.-a
c=1 ./FPMIN
d=1./b
h=d
do 11 11,ITMAX
an=i*(ia)
b=b+2.
d=an*d+b
if(abs(d).lt.FPMIN)d=FPMIN
c=b+anlc
if(abs(c) .lt.FPMIN)c=FPMIN
d=1./d
del=d*c
h=h*del
if(abs(del-1 .).lt.EPS)goto 1
continue
pause 'a too large, ITMAX too small in gcf
gammcf=exp(x+a*log(x)gln) *h
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 05'5=']1.
11

FUNCTION gammln(xx)
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REAL gammln,xx
fNTEGERj
DOUBLE PRECISION ser,stp,tmp,x,y,cof(6)
SAVE cof,stp
DATA cof,stp/76. 18009172947146d0,-86.50532032941677d0,
*24.01409824083091d0,.4.231739572450155d0,.1208650973866179d..2,
*_.5395239384953d.5,2.50662827463 10005d0/
x=xx
y=x
tmp=x+5 .5d0
tmp=(x+O.5d0)*1og(tmp)tmp
ser=1.000000000190015d0
do 11 j=1,6
y=y+1.dO
ser=ser+cof(j)/y
11 continue
gammln=tmp+log(slp*ser/x)
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software o5'5=']1.
B.2.5.

Sub-program "findomega.f"

program findomega
c find omega given the Keff and the K of each cell given a2D model
c--- declaring variables
INTEGER maxd,jmax,max
PARAMETER (maxd= 100000,max 100)
REAL
K(maxd),Keff(maxd),omega(maxd),errmin,err(maxd)
REAL
perm(max,max),permv(maxd),Ke,Kest(maxd),geometric(maxd)
REAL
arithmetic(maxd),harmonic(maxd),variance(maxd)
REAL
semiSN(maxd),semiEW(maxd),vari(maxd),A(maxd),Ca(maxd)
INTEGER rx(max),ry(max),rbx(max),rby(max),ishape(max)
INTEGER jlw(20),jrw(20),idw(20),iuw(20),lx(20),ly(20)
logical flag(maxd),flag 1(maxd)
!---- Opening input files
open(UNIT=1,FILE='sgsim-Kh-mix-fu-2D.dat',STATUS='old')
open(UNIT=2,FILE='EFF.DAT',STATUS='old')
open(UNIT=3 ,FILE='EFF-OMEGA-val.dat',STATUS='unknown')
open (UNIT=4 ,
FILE=?EFFOMEGA.d at?,STATUS= unknownl)
nx=100; ny=100; inx=7; iny=7
reading the input data files
do i=1,3
rea d(1,*)
50
51

end do
i=1
read(1,*,end=100)

permv(i)
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i=i+1
GOTOS1
100 i=1
151 read(2,*,end=200) Keff(i),ia,ib,rx(i),ry(i)
i=i+1
GOTO 151
200 ndata=i-1
ii=1
doj=1,ny ;doi=1,nx
perm(i,j)=permv(ii) ;ii=ii+1
end do; end do
c
blocks considered
Ix (1) =16; lx (2) =16; lx (3) =8 ;lx (4) =8
lx(5)=4 ;lx (6) =16;lx(7) =8 ;lx(8)=4
lx(9)=4 ;lx(10)=2;lx(11)=8;lx(12)=4
Ix (13) =2; lx (14) =2; lx (15) =4 ;lx (16) =1
lx(17)=2;lx(18)=1 ;ly(l)=16;ly(2)8
ly (3) =16 ;ly(4)=8 ;ly(5)=16 ;ly (6) =4
ly('7)=4.; ly(8)=8 ;ly(9)=4; ly(lO)=8
ly (11) =2; ly(12) =2 ;ly (13) =4; ly(14.) =2
ly(15)=l ;ly(16)=4;ly(17)=l ;ly(18)2
ishape(1) =0 ;ishape(2) =1; ishape(3) =1; ishape(4) =2
ishape(5) =3 ;ishape(6) =3 ;ishape(7) =4; ishape(8) =4
ishape(9) =5 ;ishape(10) =6; ishape(11) =6 ;ishape(12) =7
ishape(13) =7 ;ishape(14) =8 ;ishape(15) =9;ishape(16) =9
ishape(17) =10; ishape(18) =10;
do i=1, ndata*11
flag(i) =.FALSE.
flag 1(i)=.FALSE.
end do
Doing the loop
ni=1
!Number of possible shape
nw=1
!Number of well considered
DO j=4,ny,iny ;DO i=4,nx,inx
FINDING STATISTICS FOR EACH POSSIBLE SHAPE
DO icase=2,14
jj= 0
sum =0.0; suma=0.0; sumh=0.0 ;sumg=0.0
IF ((ly(icase)I2.le.ry(i)). and. (lx(icase)/2.le.rx(i))) THEN
do iy=j-ly(icase)/2,j+ly(icase)/2-1
do ix=i-lx(icase)/2,i+lx(icase)/2- 1
if erm(ix,iy).gt.0.) then
jj=jj+ 1
K(jj)=perm(ix,iy); suma=suma+K(jj)
sumh=sumh+ 1/K(jj) ;sumg=sumg+log(K(jj))
end if
end do; end do
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ncells=jj
arithmetic(ni)=suma/(ncells)
harmonic(ni)=(ncells)/sumh
geometric(ni)=exp(sumglncells)
sumvar=0.0; sumSN= 0.0; sumEW= 0.0
jj=0;
jj2=0; jj3=0
do iy=j-ly(icase)I2,j+ly(icase)I2- 1
do ix=i-lx(icase)I2,i+lx(icase)I2- 1
sumvar = sumvar+Qerm(ix,iy)- arithmetic(ni)) **2
jj=jj+ 1
if (ix.le.i+lx(icase)I2-2) then
sumEW= sumEW +(perm(ix,iy)*perm(ix+ 1,iy))
jj2=jj2+1
end if
if (iy.le.j+ly(icase)I2-2) then
sumSN= sumSN +(perm(ix,iy)*perm(ix,iy+ 1))
jj3=jj3+1
end if
end do
end do
variance(ni)=sumvarl(jj -1)
vari(icase) =variance(ni)
s
em iSN( ni)=( sum SNI(jj2))* *0.5
semiEW(ni)=(sumEW/(jj 3)) **0.5
FINDING OMEGA
eiiiiiin=10000.0; errtol=2.0;
bestw= 1.0
win =-3.0; wout= 3.0; winc= 0.005
do w=win,wout,winc
sum-0.0
if(w.eq.0.0) goto 300
do ic=1,ncells
sum=sum+K(ic) **
end do
Ke=(sumlncells) **( 1.01w)

300

error = abs(Keff(nw)-Ke)
if (error.lt.errmin) then
einnin=error; bestw=w
end if
end do
omega(ni)=bestw ;sum- 0.0
do ic=1,ncells
sum=sum+K(ic) **omega (
ni)
end do
Kest(ni)=(sumlncells) **( 1.olomega(ni))
err(ni)=abs(Kest(ni)-Keff(nw))
if (err(ni).lt.errtol.and.sqrt(variance(ni)).lt.Keff(nw)/2.0) then
write(4,tt(I4,7F 12.3,214)") icase,arithmetic(ni),
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harmonic(ni),geometric(ni),sqrt(variance(ni)),semiSN(ni),
semiEW(ni),omega(ni)
write(3 ," (I4,7F 12.3,214)") icase,arithmetic(ni),
+
harmonic(ni),geometric(ni),sqrt(variance(ni)),semiSN(ni),
+
semiEW(ni)
end if
ni=ni+1
ENDIF
END DO
+
+

nw=nw+ 1
END DO; END DO
Closing files
close (1); close (2); close (3);close (4)
END
13.2.6.

Shell "run-master"

This shell runs the three previous sub-subprograms and shells
Create-prob-sl<<END
END
run training<< END
END
findomega<<END
END

B.3. CONSTRUCTING THE NONUNIFORM GRID
B.3.1.

Parameter file, example

Parameters for NON UNIFORM GRID
********************************************

START OF PARAMETERS:
prob_sl.dat
\file with density of SL data (FINE GRID)
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wells.dat
sgsim-Kh-mix-fu-2D.dat
sgsim-Kh-mix-ec12.dat
power-b0unded20.w
100 100 50
60.0 40.0 0.8
625
blocks-625 .dat
blocks_map-625 .dat
coarsen-625 .dat
blocks_debug.dat
ecl-porosity-nu.dat
eel-k-a-nu-625 .dat
eel-k-h-nu-625 .dat
eel-k-g-nu-625 .dat
ecl-k-p-nu-625 .dat
2
0.70 0.01
0.01 0.00
0.011

B.3.2.

\file with well locations data (FINE GRID)
\file with porosity data
(FINE GRID)
\file with Permeability data (FINE GRID)
\file with Neural network weights
\size of input model
\xsize ,ysize, zsize
\Number of cells after up scaling
\file with OUTPUT information
\file with OUTPUT information
\file with OUTPUT information
\file with debug information
\file with porosity output (COARSE GRID) eclipse FORMAT
\file with K arithmetic (COARSE GRID) eclipse FORMAT
\file with kharmonic
(COARSE GRID) eclipse FORMAT
\file with kgeometric
(COARSE GRID) eclipse FORMAT
\file with Power Average (COARSE GRID) eclipse FORMAT
\type of input file. 2for 2D and 3for 3D
\cutoff local -global
\increment local global
\other cuttof
-

Sub-program "nu_upscaler.t"

Program nuupscaler
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c This program sets up a3D nonuniform grid.
c
INPUT VARIABLES
include 'biggerblock5 .fi'
include 'flowsiminc'
integer xx,yy
c---- READING PARAMETER FILE
c Note VERSION number:
wr it e(*,9999) VERSION
9999 format(/' Constructing Non uniform grid. Version: ',f5.3/)
c Get the name of the parameter file try the default name if no input:
wr it e(*,*) 'Which parameter file do you want to use?'
read (*,'(a20)') str(1 :20)
if(str(1:1).eq.' ') str(1:20) = 'nu-upscaler.par
inquire(file=str( 1:20),exist=testfl)
if(.not.testfl) then
wr it e(*,*) 'ERROR the parameter file does not exist,'
wr it e(*,*)'
check for the file and try again
stop
end if
open(lin,file=str(1 :20),status='OLD')
c Find Start of Parameters:
1 read(lin,'(a4)',end98) str(1 :4)
-

-
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if(str(1:4).ne.'STAR') go to 1
c Read parameters:
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98)in_datafl
call chknam(in_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'I np
ut
data file = ',in_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98)w_datafl
call chknam(w_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Well location data file = ',w_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98)pordatafl
call chknam(por_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Porosity data file = ',pordatafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) perm_datafi
call chknam(perm_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Permeability data file = ',perm_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) weights_datafi
call chknam(weights_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) Neural Networks Weights data file = ',weights_datafl
read(li n,*,e rr 98) nxf,nyf,nzf
write(*,*) ' size of input model = ',nxf,nyf,nzf
if(nxf.gt.MAXX.or.nyf.gt.MAXY.or.nzf.gt.MAXZ) stop 'too big'
read(lin,*,err=98) xsize,ysize,zsize
write(*,*) ' size of cells
= ',xsize,ysize,zsize
read(lin,*,err=98) nfinal blocks
write(*,*) 'Number of final blocks = ',nfinal_blocks
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) blocks_datafi
call chknam(blocks_datafl,40)
write(*,*) ' output file = ',blocks_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) blocksmap_datafl
call chknam(blocksmapdatafl,40)
write(*,*) 'output file = ',blocksmap_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err98) centers_datafl
call chknam(centers_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) '
outp ut
file = ',centers_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) debug_datafi
call chknam(debug_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Debug file = ',debug_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) por_nu_datafi
call chknam(por_nu_datafl,40)
wr ite(*,*) 'Por file = ',por_nu_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err98) perm_a_nu_datafl
call chknam(permanu_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Perm afile = ',perm_a_nu_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) perm_h_nu_datafl
call chknam(perm_h_nu_datafl ,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'P erm hfile = ',perm_h_nu_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) perm_g_nu_datafl
call chknam(perm_g_nu_datafl,40)
wr it e(*,*) 'Perm G file = ',perm_g_nu_datafl
read(lin,'(a40)',err=98) perm_p_nu_datafl
call chknam(perm_p_nu_datafl,40)
write(*,*) 'Perm Power file = ',perm_p_nu_datafl
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re
ad(li n,*, err=98)

itype
wr it e(*,*) 'Type of input file prob =', itype
read(lin,*,err=98) cutoff_lo,cutoff_gl
wr it e(*,*) 'Local and global cutoff =', cutoff_lo
,cutoff_gl
read(lin,*,err=98) delta—l
o,delta_gl
wr it e(*,*) 'Local and global increment = , delta—l
o,delta_gb
read(li n,*,e rr=98) umbral
write(*,*) ' other cuttof=', umbral
close(lin)
c--- READING INPUT FILES
c Reading density file
open(lden,file=in_datafl)
re
ad(lde n,*) ; re
ad(ld en ,*) nvari
do i=1,nvari

rea d(ld en ,*)

end do
i=1
50

dl,d2,density
density_cell(i)=density
i=i+1
goto 50
60 write(*,*) 'READ DENSITY FILE'
close (iden)
c Reading Well location file
open(7,file='wells.dat')
read(7,*); read(7,*) nvar
read(lden,*,end=60)

do i=1,nvar

read(7,*)

end do
i=0
70

80
c

read(7,*,end80)

m,wxx,wyy

i=i+1
x_well(i)=wxx ;y_well(i)=wyy
goto 70
nwe11s1
write(*,*) 'READ WELL LOCATION FILE'
Reading Porosity file
open(lpor,file=por_datafl)
rea d(lp or ,*)
rea d(lp or ,*) nv a
r
do i=1,nvar
read(lpo r,*)
end do
i=0

90

100
c

porod
i=i+1; poro(i)= 0.17
goto 90
write(*,*) 'READ POROSITY FILE
close(lpor)
Reading Permeability file
open(lperm,file=perm_datafl)
read(lpor,*,end=100)
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read(lperm,*) ;read(lperm,*)nvar
do i=1,nvar ;read(lperm,*) ;end do
i=0
110 read(lperm, *,end= 120) permd
i=i+1; perm(i)=permd
goto 110
120 write(*,*) 'READ PERMEABILITY FILE'
C

open(lweights,file="poweravg-6in20.w",status="old")
open(lweights,file="power-bounded20.w",status="old")

c

OPENING OUTPUT FILES
open(ldebug, file=debug_datafl,
status='UNKNOWN')
open(lcenters, file=centers_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lblocks, file=blocks_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lblocksmap,file=blocksmap_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lpor_nu, file=por_nu_datafl,
status='UNKNOWN')
open(lperm_a_nu,file=perm_a_nu_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lperm_h_nu,file=perm_h_nu_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lperm_g_nu,file=perm_g_nu_datafl, status='UNKNOWN')
open(lperm_p_nu,file='ecl-k-p-nu-625 .dat',status='UNKNOWN')
open(40,file='omega-for-val.dat',status='UNKNOWN')

c
c

c

PRE-SETTING
CASE ITYPE =3
IF (itype.eq.3) THEN
n=0
dok=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; doi=1,nxf
n=n+1
ndsl (i,j,k) = density_cell(n)
poro_cell(i,j,k)= poro(n)
perm_cell(i,j,k)= perm(n)
variable2(i,j,k)= perm(n)
end do ;end do ;end do
find the layer with the highest variance
write(ldeb ug,*)'Read densities of Streamlines'
write(ldebug,*)'NTJMBER OF FINE CELLS READ
do k=1,nzf
n0
doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
n=n+1 ;variable(n) ndsl (i,j,k)
end do; end do;
nndata=n
call Estimate Variance
var_layer(k) = v_variance
wr it e(ld eb
ug,*)'Va riance for layer ',k,'

=

=

',var_layer(k)

end do
_max=0.0
var_layer
do k1,nzf
if (var_layer(k).gt.var_layer_max) then
_max=var_layer(k)
var_layer
layer_max=k
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end if
end do
wr it e(Id eb
ug ,*)'L ay
er with maximum Variance = ',layer_max
wr it e(*,*)IFIND LAYER WITH MAX VARIANCE = ',layermax
c Estimating global properties again for that layer
k=layer_max; n=1
doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
variable(n) ndsl (i,j,k); n=n+1
end do;
end do
nndata=n- 1
call Estimate Variance
Total. variance= v_variance
wr it e(ld eb
ug ,*)IEsti m ated GLOBAL Mean = ',v—
mean
wr it e(ld eb
ug ,*)'E sti mat
edGLOBAL Variance =',Total_variance
END IF
!END IF case itype =3
c----CASE ITYPE =2
IF (itype.eq.2) THEN
n=O
do k=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
n=n+1 ; poro_cell(i,j,k) = poro(n)
perm_cell(i,j,k) = perm(n)
variable2(i,j,k) = perm(n)
end do; end do; end do
k=1; n0
doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
nn+1
ndsl (i,j ,k)= density_cell(n)
if((i.gt.96).or.(j.gt.96)) then
ndsl (i,j,k)= ndsl (96,96,k)
end if
end do; end do
layer_max=1 ;n=1
doj=1,nyf; do i1,nxf
variable(n)= ndsl (i,j,k)
n=n+ 1
end do ;end do
nndata=n- 1
call Estimate—Variance
Total—variance= v_variance
wr it e(ld eb
ug,*)'Estimated GLOBAL Mean and GLOBAL Variance'

c

write(ldebug,'(2f9.5)') v_mean, Total_variance
END IF
!END IF case itype =2
Identifying the shapes to consider
lx(1)=16 ;lx(2)=16; lx(3)=8 ; lx(4)=8
lx(5)=4; lx(6)=16; lx(7)8; Ix(8)=4
lx(9)=4; lx(1O)=2; lx(11)=8; lx(12)4
lx(13)=2; lx(14)=2; lx(15)=4; lx(16)=1
lx(17)=2; lx(18)=1; ly(1)=16; ly(2)8
ly (3) =16; Iy(4)=8;
ly(5)=16; ly(6)=4
ly (7) =4; ly (8) =8; ly (9) =4;
ly (10) =8
ly(11)=2; ly(12)=2; ly(13)4; ly(14)=2
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c
C

c

c

ly(15)=1; ly(16)=4; ly(l'7)=l; ly(18)=2
nxwin=lx(1) ;nywin=ly(1)
ESTIMATE THE COLOCATED CELL WITH WELLS AND PUT A FLAG
Initialize all cells with aflag
k=layer_max
doj=1,nyf; do i=l,nxf
cell_flag(i,j,k) =.TRUE. ;well_flag(i,j,k) =.TRUE.
end do ;end do
do jj=1,nwells
iwe(jj)=int(x_well(jj)/xsize) + 1
jwe(jj)=int(y_well(jj)/ysize) +1
end do
colocating the wells
wr ite(ldeb ug,*)'No of new block, ix, iy, No cells for new block,x_block,y_block
nblock=O
shape_co de= 14
do jj=1,nwells
imod= amod(real(iwe(jj)),2.0)
jmod= amod(real(jwe(jj)),2.0)
If (imod.ne.O.and.jmod.ne.0) then
ia=iwe(jj) ja=jwe(jj)
end if
if (imod.eq.O.and.jmod.ne,O) then
ia=iwe(jj)-1 ;
ja=jwe(jj)
end if
if (imod.ne.O.and.jmod.eq.0) then
ia=iwe(jj) ;ja=jwe(jj)-1
end if
if (imod.eq.O.and.jmod.eq.0) then
ia=iwe(jj)-1 ;ja=jwe(jj)-1
end if
nce11s0
nblock=nblock+1
do ix=ia,ia+1; do iy=ja,ja+1
block_mean=ndsl(ix,iy,k)
cellblock(ix,iy,k)=nblock
cell_flag(ix,iy,k)=.FALSE.
well flag(ix,iy,k)=.FALSE.
ncells=ncells+1
end do; end do
xblock(nblock)=real(ia)
y_block(nblock)rea1(ja)
block_sh(nblock)=shape_code
xlblock(nblock)=real(ia)
x2block(nblock)=real(ia+ 1)
x3block(nblock)=real(ia)
x4block(nblock)=real(ia+ 1)
yl_block(nblock)=real(ja)
y2_block(nblock)=real(ja)
y3_block(nblock)=real(ja+1)
y4_block(nblock)=real(ja+ 1)
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+

write(ldebug,'(417,2f9.2)') nblock,ix,iy,ncells,
xblock(nblock), y_block(nblock)
end do
nwellsb=nblock
par_gl obal=Tot
al_var i
ance *
cutoff_
gl
wr it e(ld eb
ug ,*)p ar_
gl
ob
al, cu t
off_ gl?,p ar_gl
ob
al, cut
off_gl

c
c

CREATING THE NONUNIFORM GRID
initial flags, start iteration to find number of cells
niter-1
200 write(*,*)hITERATION NUMBER
=',niter
k=layer_max
nblock=nwellsb
dojl,nyf; do i1,nxf
if (well_flag(i,j ,k)) then
cell_flag(i,j,k) =.TRUE.
variance_flag(i,j ,k)=.TRUE.
current_flag(i,j,k) =.TRUE.
_flag (i,j,k) .FALSE.
past
future_flag(i,j,k) =.TRUE.
indi_cells (i,j,k) =0
cellblock(i,j,k) =0
end if
end do ;end do
DO j=1,nyf,nywin
DO i=1,nxf,nxwin

!BIG LOOP
BIG LOOP

write(ldebug,*)? cell of origen (i,j,k)

=

',i,j,k

ntsh=0
nc0
ntshntsh+ 1
newblock_flag=0
do iy=j,j+nywin-1 ;do ixi,i+nxwin-1
ncnc+1
variable_local(nc)=ndsl(ix,iy,k)
indi_cells(ix,iy,k) ntsh
if (.NOT.cell_flag(ix,iy,k)) then
newblock_flag=newblock_flag+1
end if
end do; end do
nndatalocal=nc
call Estimate—Variance_local
v variance window=v variance local
par_l ocal=v_variance_local*cutoff_lo
write(ldebug,*)'v_variance_local , par_global

=

write(ldebug,'(2f9.5)') v_variance_local, par_global
ncombi 1
c

Estimation of block with probability BELOW the minimum
wr it e(ldeb ug,*)INo of new block origen,ix,iy,No cells in new blk, x_block,y_block, lx, ly'
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do ish=2,6
jo=j; io=i
ipershm =lx(ish)*ly(ish)/l x(1)*ly( 1)
nsh_x= lx(1)/lx(ish)
nshy=
ly(1)/ly(ish)
do ipshy=1,nsh y; do ipshx=1,nsh_x
nc=O
newblock_flag=O
do iy=jo,jo+ly(ish)-1 ; do ix=io,io+Ix(ish)-1
ntsh=ish
indi_cells(ix,iy,k)= ntsh
if (.NOT.cell flag(ix,iy,k)) then
newblockjlag=newblock_flag+1
end if
nc=nc+1
variable_local(nc)=ndsl(ix,iy,k)
end do ;end do
nndatalocal=nc
call Estimate—Variance—local
par_local=v_variance_window*cutoff_lo
if (v_variance_local.lt.par_local.and.newblock_flag.eq.O.and.
v mean local.lt.umbral*. 15) then
shape_code=ish
nblock=nblock+1
call NewBlock_Properties
end if
ncombi=ncombi+1
if (ipshx.lt.nsh_x) then
io=io+1x(ish)
else
io=i
end if
end do
jo=jo+ly(ish)
end do ;end do
write(ldebug,*)tNo of new block origen,ix,iy,No cells in new bik
+ x_block,y_bloelc, lx, ly'
do ish=4,9
jo=j
io=i
ip ers hm =l x(i sh)*ly(i sh)/lx(1)*ly(1)

+

nsh_x= lx(1)/lx(ish)
nshy=
ly(1)/ly(ish)
do ipshy=1,nshy ;do ipshx=1,nsh_x
nc0
newblock_flag=O
do iy=jo,jo+ly(ish)-1 ;do ix=io,io+lx(ish)-1
ntsh=ish
indi_cells(ix,iy,k)= ntsh
if (.NOT.cell flag(ix,iy,k)) then
newblock_flag=newblock_flag+1
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+

end if
ncnc+1
variable_local(nc)=ndsl(ix,iy,k)
end do; end do
nndatalocal=nc
call Estimate_Variance_local
par local=v variance window*cutoff lo
if (v_variance_local.lt.par_local.and.newblock_flag.eq.O.and.
vmeanlocal.lt.umbral) then
shape_code=ish
nblock=nblock+1
call NewBlock_Properties
end if
ncombincombi+1
if (ipshx.lt.nsh_x) then
io=io+lx(ish)
else
io=i
end if
end do
jo=jo+ly(ish)
end do ;end do

write(ldebug,*)'No of new block origen,ix,iy,No cells in new blk
+ x_block,y_block, lx, ly'
do ish=9,14
jo=j; io=i
ipershm=lx(ish)*ly(ish)/lx(1)*ly(l)
nsh_x= lx(1)/lx(ish); nsh_y= ly(1)/ly(ish)
do ipshy=1,nsh_y; do ipshx=1,nsh_x
nc=O
newblock_flag=O
do iy=jo,jo+ly(ish)-1 ;do ixio,io+lx(ish)-1
ntsh=ish
indi_cells(ix,iy,k)= ntsh
if (.NOT.cell_flag(ix,iy,k)) then
newblock_flag=newblock_flag+1
end if
nc=nc+l
variable_local(nc)=ndsl(ix,iy,k)
end do ;end do
nndatalocalnc
call Estimate—Variance—local
par_l oca l=v_vari
ance_
wi
ndow* cutoff_lo
+

if (vvariance_local.lt.par_local.and.newblock_flag.eq.O.and.
v_mean_local.ge.umbral) then
shape_code=ish
nblock=nblock+1
call NewBlock_Properties
end if
ncombi=ncombi+1
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if (ipshx.lt.nsh_x) then
io=io+lx(ish)
else
io=i
end if
end do
jo=jo+ly(ish)
end do ;end do
c
Filling void spaces with the smallest shape
ntsh=14
do iy=j,j+nywin-1,2 ;do ix=i,i+nxwin-1,2
nc0
newblock_flagO
do iby=iy,iy+1 ;do ibx=ix,ix+1
ncnc+1
variable_local(nc)=ndsl(ibx,iby,k)
indi_cells(ibx,iby,k)= ntsh
if (.NOT.cell_flag(ibx,iby,k)) then
newblock_flag=newblock_flag+1
end if
end do; end do
if (newblock_flag.eq.0) then
ioix ;
jo=iy
shape code=ntsh
nblock=nblock+ 1
call NewBlock_Properties
end if
end do ;end do
goto 1000
1000 write(ldebug,*)'
END DO
END DO
wr it e(ld eb
ug ,*)'
wr it e(ld eb
ug,*)'

END OF ITERATION

wr it e(ldebug,*)'
wr ite(*,*)'END

OF ITERATION WITH ',nblock,' COARSEN BLOCKS'
if ((cutoffgl.ge.0.95).or. (cutoff_lo.ge.0.95)) then
wr ite(*,*)'this is the minimum number of blocks = ',nblock
goto 1001
end if
if (nblock.gt.nfinal_blocks) then
cutoff lo=cutofflo+deltalo
cutoff_gl=cutoffgl+delta_gl
if (cutoff_gl.ge.0.95) then
cutoff_gl=0.95
end if
if (cutoff_lo.ge.0.95) then
cutoff lo=0.95
end if
par_gl
ob
al=T ot
al_var i
an ce*cutoff_gl

BIG LOOP
BIG LOOP
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write(ldebug,*)'cutoff,par_global', nblock,cutoff_l o,par_global,cutoff_gl
niter=niter+1
goto 200
end if
1001

OF UPSCALING
=
?,(nx f* nyf*1)/(nbl ock)
wr it e(*,*)'INITIAL NUMBER OF CELLS
,
nx fnyf*1
wr it e(*,*)?FINAL NUMBER OF CELLS = ',nblock

write(*,*)'RATIO

=

c---- FINISHED THE CREATION OF THE NONUNIFORM GRID
do k=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf;
cellblock(i,j,k)=cellblock(i,j ,layer_max)
end do; end do; end do
c
Creates anumerical map with the indexes of the blocks
wr it e(lbl oc k
smap,*) 'Numerical Map of blocks'
k= layer_max
do j=nyf,1,-1
write(lblocksmap,"(10015)") (cellblock(i,j,k),i=1, 100)
end do
c
ESTIMATING EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES
c
Estimating average Permeability.
call AveragingPermeability
write(*, *)'Estimating average Permeability'
c
Writing output files with eclipse format
wr it e(lp erm_a_nu ,*) 'PERMX'
write(lpermji_nu,*) 'PERMX'
wr ite(lpe rm_g_nu,*) 'PERMX'
write(lpermp_nu,*) 'PERMX'

c

do k=1,nzf; do j=1,nyf ;do i=1,nxf
write(lperm_a_nu,"(F 10.3)") K_A_cellinblock(i,j,k)
end do; end do; end do
do k=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
write(lperm_h_nu,"(F 10.3)") K_H_cellinblock(i,j,k)
end do ;end do ;end do
do k1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
write(lperm_g_nu,"(F10.3)") K_G_cellinblock(i,j,k)
end do; end do; end do
do k=1,nzf ;do j=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
write(lperm_p_nu,"(F 10.3)")perm_power_cellinblock(i,j,k)
end do; end do; end do
write(lperm_a_nu,*) t/'
wr it e(lp erm_h_nu,*) '/'
wr it e(lp erm_
g_
nu ,*) '/'
wr it e(lp erm_p_nu ,*) 'I'
wr it e(*,*)'ESTIMATED ARITHMETIC, HARMONIC AND GEOMETRIC K'
wr it e(*,*)'AND POWER AVERAGE'
Estimating average porosity
call AveragePorosity
wr it e(lp or_
nu ,*) 'POROSITY'
wr it e(lp or_
nu ,*) '4'
wr it e(lp or_
nu ,*) 'x'
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write(lpo r_nu ,*) 'y'
'z'
wr it e(lp or_
nu ,*) 'POROSITY'
writ e(lp ornu ,*)

do k=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; do i1,nxf
write(lpornu,"(316,F 10.3)") i,j,k,poro_cellinblock(i,j,k)
end do; end do; end do
wr it e(*,*)'ESTIMATED AVERAGE POROSITY'
c
c

WRITING OUTPUT FILES
Block number per cell
wr ite(lblocks,*) 'centers
wr it e(lbl oc k
s,*) '7'
wr it e(lbl oc k
s,*) 'x'
write(lblocks,*)
,i

write(lblocks,*) 'z'
'KA'
wr it e(lbl oc ks,*) 'KG'
wr ite(lblocks,*) 'KB'
wr it e(lbl oc k
s,*) 'KOP'
do k1,nzf ;do n=1,nblock
write(lblocks,"(7F 10.2)") x_bl ock(n)* xs i
ze ,y_bl ock(n)*y si
ze ,
(k- 1)* zs i
ze ,K_A(n),K_G(n),K_H( n),p erm_p ower (
n)
wr it e(Ibl oc ks,*)

+

end do ;end do
wr it e(l cen t
ers ,*)

'COARSEN
write(lcenters,*) '-- 1112 Ji J2 Ki K2
do k=1,nzf; do n=1,nblock
wr ite(lce nte rs,*) int(x 1_block(n)),int(x2_block(n)),
+
int(yl_block(n)),int(y3_block(n)), k,k,' /
end do ;end do
wr ite(lcente rs,*) '/
wr it e(lblocks m ap,*) 'Porosity Map of blocks'
k= layer_max
do j=nyf,1,-1
write(lblocksmap,"( 100F8.3)") (poro_cellinblock(i,j,k),i=1,nxf)
end do
c
closing files
1100 close(lin)
close(lperm)
close(lpor_nu)
close(lperm_a_nu)
close(lperm_h_nu)
close(lperm_g_nu)
close(lperm_p_nu)
close(lblocks)
close(lcenters)
close(ldebug)
close(lw)
c
Finished:
WRITE (*,*)?PROGRAM FINISHED !!!'
stop
98
stop 'Error in parameters'
END
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C 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 C

c SUBROUTINES

C

C 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 C

C

SUBROUTINE Estimate Mean
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
real sum
sum=O.O
do m=1, nndata
sum = sum + variable(m)
end do
v_mean = sum/nndata
end Subroutine Estimate—Mean
C

SUBROUTINE Estimate Variance
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
real sum
sum=O.O
do m=1, nndata
sum = sum + variable(m)
end do
v_mean = sum/nndata
sum=O.O
do m=1, nndata
sum = sum + ((vmean)variable(m))**2
end do
v_variance =sum/(nndata- 1)
end Subroutine Estimate—Variance
C

SUBROUTINE Estimate_Variance—local
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
real sum
sum=O.O
do m1, nndata local
sum =sum + variable local(m)
end do
v_mean_local = sum/(nndata local)
sum- 0.0
do m=1, nndata local
sum = sum + ((vmean l
oca 1) var i
abl e l
oca l( m ))**2
end do
if (nndata_local.eq. 1) then
vvariancelocal=O.O
else
v_variance_local = sum/(nndata—local-1)
end if
end Subroutine Estimate—Variance—local
c
SUBROUTINE Estimate_MaxMin
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include 'biggerblock5 .fi'
vmax=O.0
vmin= 1
E6
do m=1, nndata
if (variable(m).lt.v mm) then
vmin= variable(m)
end if
if (variable(m).gt.v_max) then
v_max variable(m)
end if
end do
end Subroutine Estimate MaxMin
c
SUBROUTINE Reset
include 'biggerblock5 .fi'
do iyy=j,j+3 ;do ixx=i,i+3
indi_cells(ixx,iyy,k)=0
end do ;end do
end Subroutine Reset
C

SUBROUTINE ResetS
include 'biggerblock5 .fi'
do iyy=j,j+nywin-1; do ixx=i,i+nxwin-1
indi_cells(ixx,iyy,k)=O
end do ;end do
end Subroutine Reset8
C

SUBROUTINE NewBiock Properties
include 'biggerbloek5.fi'
block_mean=O.0
nce11s0
do iyy=jo,jo+ly(shape_code)- 1; do ixx=io,io+lx(shape_code)- 1
c
if (indi_cells(ixx,iyy,k).eq.ntsh) then
block_mean=ndsl(ixx,iyy,k) + block—mean
cellblock(ixx,iyy,k)=nblock
cell_flag(ixx,iyy,k)=.FALSE.
ncells=ncells+1
c
end if
end do; end do
block mean=block mean/(ncells)
do iyy=jo,jo+ly(shape_code)- 1; do ixx=io,io+lx(shape_code)- 1
mean_cell(ixx,iyy,k)=block_mean
end do ;end do
xlblock(nblock)=real(io)
x3b10ck(nblock)=real(io)
x2_block(nblock)=real(io+lx(shape_code)- 1)
x4_block(nblock)=real(io+lx(shape_code)- 1)
x_block(nblock) =real(io)+real(lx(shape_code))/2.0- 1.0
block_sh(nblock)=shape_code
y3_block(nblock)=real(jo+ly(shape_code)- 1)
Y4_block(nblock)rea1(jo+ly(shape_code)- 1)
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+

y2_block(nblock)=real(jo)
ylblock(nblock)=real(jo)
y_block(nblock)=real(jo)+real(ly(shape_code))/2.0- 1.0
write(ldebug,'(41 10,2f9.2,21 10)') nblock,io,jo,ncells,
x_block(nblock),y_block(nblock)
end Subroutine NewBlock_Properties

C

SUBROUTINE AveragePorosity
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
porod=0.0
do n=1,nblock
volume block=0.0
p0r0d0.0
dok=1,nzf; doj=1,nyf; doi=l,nxf
if (cellblock(i,j,k).eq.n) then
porod
=xs i
ze *y si
ze *
zs i
ze * poro_cell(i,j,k) + porod
volume block =xs i
ze *y si
ze *
zs i
ze + volume—block
end if
end do ;end do
poro_block(n)=porod/volume_block
doj=1,nyf; do i=1,nxf
poro_cellinblocic(i,j ,k)=poro_block(cellbloek(i,j,k))
end do ;end do
end do
end do
END SUBROUTINE AveragePorosity
C

SUBROUTINE AveragingPermeability
This subroutine computes their arithmetic, geometric and harmonic average.
for ablock. Since geometric mean requires taking n-th root, all input
data item must be all positive (a special requirement of this program,
although it is not absolutely necessary). If an input item is not positive,
it should be ignored.
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
real*8 wij(1 10,130),wjk(110,130),xmin(2,110),xmax(2,110)
real*8 x( 110),xmod(2, llO),y(lO),yy( 10),xreal(20),a(10)
real*8 Sum, logsum, InverseSum
integer TotalValid
wr it e(ld eb
ug ,*)
omega values *****'
c

reading weights from neural network file
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) ii
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) jj
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) kk
do 10 i=1,ii
re ad(l we ights,*)

10

xmax(1,i)
read(l w eights,*) xmin(1,i)
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) xmod(1,i)
continue
do 20 i=1,kk
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) xmax(2,i)
read(l we ights,*) xmin(2,i)
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read(l w

20

30

40

C

C

c

C

eights,*) xmod(2,i)
continue
do 30 i=1,ii+l
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) (wij(i,j),j1,jj)
continue
do 40j=1,jj+l
rea d(l we i
ght s,*) (wjk(j,k),k=1,kk)
continue
wr ite(*,*) 'READ WEIGHTS FILE FROM NN'
close(lweights)
Estimating average permeability
DO k1,nzf
!loop for each layer
DO n=1,nblock
loop for each block
Estimating traditional averaging
Sum
0.0
logsum = 1.0
InverseSum = 0.0
Total Valid = 0
ixi =int(x lblock(n))
ixf =int(x2block(n))
iyi =int(y l_block(n))
iyf =int(y3_block(n))
do j=iyi,iyf; do i=ixi,ixf
if erm_cell(i,j,k).le.0) then
permcell(i,j,k)0.0 1
end if
if (perm_cell(i,j,k).gt.0) then
write(ldebug,*) ij,k,perm_cell(i,j ,k)
TotalValid = TotalValid + 1
Sum
= Sum + perm_cell(i,j,k)
logsum = logsum + log (perm_cell(i,j,k))
InverseSum = InverseSum + 1.0/p erm_cell(i,j,k)
end if
end do; end do
if (Total Valid.gt.0) then
Arithmetic = Sum /(Total Valid)
Geometric
exp (logsum/TotalValid)
Harmonic = TotalValid /(InverseSum)
End if
K—A(n)= Arithmetic
K_G(n)= Geometric
K_H(n)= Harmonic
Estimating other statistics for each block
sumvar=0.0
sumSN= 0.0
sumEW= 0.0
ii 1=0
jj2=0
jj3=0
do j=iyi,iyf ; do i=ixi,ixf
sumvar = sumvar+(perm_cell(i,j,k)K_A(n))**2
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ii 1=jj 1+1

if(i.le.ixf-1) then
sumEW= sumEW +errn_cell(i,j,k)*perrn_cell(i+1,j,k))

jj2=jj2+1
end if
if(j.le.iyf-1) then
sumSN= sumSN +(p erm_ce ll(i,j,k)*p erm_ce ll(i,j+1,k))
jj3=jj3+1
end if
end do; end do
variance(n)=sumvar/(jj 1-1)
sdev(n) =(vari
ance (
n))* *0.5
sem iSN( n)=( sum SN/(jj2))**0.5
sem iEW(n)=( sum EW/(jj3))**0.5
c
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c
c

Reading input values for NN for vector x
x( 1)=(blocksh(n))
x(2)=K_A(n)
x(3)=K_H(n)
x(4)=K_G(n)
x(5)=sdev(n)
x(6)=semiSN(n)
x(7)semiEW(n)
call fctreso(ii,jj,kk,wij,wjk,xmax,xmin,xmod,x,y)
The outputs are optimum omega in the vector y"
epow=y(1)
Estimating power average
sum-0.0
ncells=O
do j=iyi,iyf ;do i=ixi,ixf
sum =
errn_ce li(i ,
j
,
k)** epow)+surn
ncells=ncells+1
end do; end do
perm po w e
r(
n)=(sumlncells)* *(1.oI(epow))

+

write(ldebug,"(I4,8F 12.4)")n,x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6)
,epow,permpower(n)
write(40,"(6F 12.4)")x( 1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6)
do j=iyi,iyf; do i=ixi,ixf
K_A_cellinblock(i,j,k)=K_A(n)
K_H_cellinblock(i,j,k)=K_H(n)
KGcellinblock(i,j,k)=KG(n)
permpowercellinblock(i,j ,k)=permpower(n)
end do; end do
END DO
!loop for each block
wr it e(*,*) 'In layer', k
END DO
!loop for each layer
wr it e(*,*) 'finishing AveragingPermeability'
END SUBROUTINE AveragingPermeability

c
SUBROUTINE fctreso(ii,jj,kk,wij,wjk,xmax,xmin,xmod,x,y)
wij(1 10,130),wjk(1 10,130),xmin(2, 11O),xmax(2, 110)
real*8 x(1 10),u(1 10),h(1 10),s(1 10),xmod(2, llO),y(10)

rea l*8
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*

c
100

120
110

140
640

130

the network equations
do 100 i=1,ii
if (xmod(1,i).eq.0.) then
u(i) = (x(i)-xmin(1,i))/(xmax(1,i)-xmin( 1,i))
else
u(i)=(log 10(x(i))-xmin(1,i))/(xmax( 1,i)-xmin(1,i))
endif
wr it e(11,*) u(i)
continue
u(ii+1)=1.
do 110 j=1,jj
h(j)=0.
do 120 i=1,ii+1
h(j)=h(j)+wij(i,j)*u(i)
h(j)=1./(1.+exp(-h6)))
h(jj+1)=1.
do 130 k=1,kk
s(k)=0.
do 140 j=1,jj+1
s(k)=s(k)+wjk(j,k)*h(j)
write(11,*) h(j),s(k)
s(k)=1./(1.+exp(-s(k)))
y(k)=xmin(2,k)+s(k)*(xmax(2,k)xmin(2,k))
if(xmod(2,k).eq. 1.) then
y(k)=10.**(y(k))
endif
continue
return
end

C

c
c
c
c

c

SUBROUTINE chknam(strl,len)
Check for aValid File Name
This subroutine takes the character string "str" of length "len" and
removes all leading blanks and blanks out all characters after the
first blank found in the string (leading blanks are removed first).
include 'biggerblock5.fi'
parameter (MAXLEN132)
character stri (MAXLEN)* 1
Remove leading blanks:
do i1,len-1
if(strl(i).ne.' ') then
if(i.eq.1) go to 1
do j=1,len-i+1
k=j+i -1
strl(j) = strl(k)
end do
do j=len,Ien-i+2,-1
strl(j) =11
end do
go to 1
end if
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1
c

2
c

end do
continue
Find first blank and blank out the remaining characters:
do i1,len-1
if(strl (i).eq.' ') then
do j=i+1,len
strl(j) =1
end do
go to 2
end if
end do
continue
Return with modified file name:
return
end
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